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Inifrocluction

This careers booklet, developed by the staff of
Project SEARCH. is designed to assist American Indian
adults of the Twin Cities area in an exploration of
careers. It may also be of interest to Indian high.
school students, college students and others who are
looking for ideas about the kinds of careers available.

Each section of the booklet contains interviews
with Indian adults who are actively engaged in the
careers they discuss. They provide readers with
information about what they like best about their work,
what kind of education or training is needed, what
advancement possibilities there are, and many other!
helpful ideas about what is needed to break into their
particular career. This information is combined with a
brief summary of each career or closclg related
careers.

The interview; included in this booklet were
conducted between November of -1984 and February of
1985. Those interviewed volunteered their time for the
singular purpose of helping others find careers that will
be satisfying to them. Some of the people interviewed
may have changed careers, positions or locations since
the interview took place. The staff of Project SEARCH
wish to express our appreciation to the interviewees,
employers and, others who helped make this booklet
possible.
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Administrative
Assistant

The Administrative -Assistant per-
forms various office duties and often ban-
dies the administrative or clerical duties of
an executive. This individual may maintain
logs, records, or personnel data, write cor-
respondence, or supervise other clerical
staff. In some. offices, the administrative
assistant performs specialized tasks such as
editing publications, writing reports, doing
research, bookkeeping, or budgeting.

La uage skills, tact, ability to meet
changin tasks, and preference for detail-
ed, acc rate work are some' attributes re-
quired of the administrative assistant. He
or she may work under the stress, of fre-
quent deadlines, more than one supervisor,
and office hazards related to machinery
and substances. Those who like meeting
people, working with office machines, and
communicating information may enjoy this
career.

Previous clerical work experience is
helpful to entry in thit field, is is clerical
aptitude. Most administrative. assistants are
graduates of high school, or have a GED.
Many have additional training in secre-
tarial science, business, or college course-
work. A number of vocational and private
business sctiools in the Twin Cities area
offer general clerical training, as well as
additional business and office management
coursework. Specialized training in admid--`

istrative >ecretarial functions are offered
by several voseional and business schools
in the, Twin pities area: ublic and private
colleges in the Twin Cities offer degree
level course work in liberal arts and
business.

Based upon information !loam August
-.1984, average salaries typically range from

$14,000 to $16,000 per year, depending on
type of employer and other related factors,"
Administrative assistants may work in
nearly all Twin Cities employment sectors,
concentrating in services, manufacturing,
trade, finance, insurance; real estate, and

government.,

et...M1111.1
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BRENDA SMITH
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Brendt Smith is an administrative
assistant witht Americad Indian Opportuni-
ties IndustrialTzation Center in Minneapolis,
a non-profit training and education center
for American Indian people. A member of
the Ojibway tribe, she was born on January
20, 1957 at the Cass Lake Indian Hospital.
Brenda attended high school until the 10th
grade, when she dropped out. Then, in 1977,
she went back to school and successfully
completed her GED. She received her cer-
tificate in clerical work from a training
program offered at the Lehmann Center in
Minneapolis. Brenda really enjoys her work
at American Indiftn OIC. Her job gives her
the opportunity to meet new people and to
watch them develop skins. Her open
and, friendly mannee, acid her sense of humor
helps to put the trainees who come to OIC
at ease. In her leisure time, she enjoys
doing beadwork, going to movies, cooking
and socializing.

What Do You Do As An Administrative
Assistant? What Kinds Of Duties Do You
Perform On A Typical Day?

I don't perform too .lany fixed duties,
but I do perform regular duties on specific
days. This usually includes qping, filing,
answering phones, and setting up appoint-
ments for the testing and interviewing of

trainees. I greet the public and I refer them
to other *gencies or to OIC and JTPA. I do
word processing and I make copies' of mate-
rials for other staff members. On special

"days, I work on-reports such as the monthly
attendance reports of OIC trainees. 1 also
help out with the state reports. In my role
as an administrative assistant, I really do a
great variety of. things.

f
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What Do. You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

The best thing I like about my career
is meeting pttople and seeing them accom-
plish their occupational goals. get a
chance to watch them go into the job mar=
ket and get a job they like. I enjoy helping
the trainees because it makes inc feel use-
ful. What I like least about my job is seeing
the people who try very hard to get into
training and,who then quit without complet-
ing the training. Considering the trouble
they go through .to get in, it seems a waste
for them to quit.

What kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need For YIP4r Career?

I actually started training for clerical
work when I was 13 years old. I workt.d in
an office when I was' a member of the
Neighborhood Youth Corps.- Later, I went
into a clerical training program, but I also
had extensive on the job training after-
wards. Generally, I worked my way up to
my present job through several kinds of
clerical jobs.

Are Administrative Assistants In Demand?
Do You Have Any Advice For Someone
Looking Into Your Career Field?

There seems to be a lot of job open-
ings its the clerical area. There have been
more openings over the past few years than
before. My advice

ors

anyone thinking:, about
a clerical career 4s to get good training,
have some self-discipline and a lot of !non-
vat ion.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

My Career is something that Caine
about by chance and that I liked after I

started working in an office. After I worked
in an office for awhile, I 'decided I wanted
to improve my skills so I went to schgol for
more training. i have been working in an
office ever since. I started working at
American Indian, OIC through a six month
!REED appointment. After that I was hired
permanently.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become An Administrative Assistant?

I received my training in secre-
tary-receptionist work. By getting the ex-
perience of being, employed in several office
As, I continued to improve my skills. until I

was qualified to become an administrative'
assistant.

3

Would- You Encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career' Field?

. Yes, I wou)d if they are interested in
working with people. It is a way to feel
that you are achieving something and build-
ing your talents. The personal rewards are
also great. I can soy that most of the time I

really enjoy my work.

What Are Some Changes Going On In )Your
Career Field?

(

The biggest change has been brought
about by high technology. Today, most peo-
ple working in the clerical area have to
learn to work with computers. Becatise each
office has different types of computers, the
clerical worker has tr learn how to opm'ate
each type.

What Is The Salary Like In This Field?

I am not sure of the salary range for
the position of administrative assistant. This
is partly because I recently worked my way
up to this position.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your Career' Field?

If my case is an example, I think the
advancement possibilities are pretty good.
Sometime in the near future, I am planning
to go back to night school and get my
degree in business management.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111

".....meeting people and seeing

the ;, accomplish their occupational

-goals. I get a chance to watch them go

the job market, and get a job they

like...."
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Postal Distribution Clerk
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Postal clistribkition clerks work at
local post. offices, sorting and preparing
local mail, or at largla central mail proces-
sing facilities; sorting and preparing inconi-
ing mail from local collection boxes. Most
postal clerks are distribution clerks rather
than thee more familiar window or counter
clerks selling stamps and accepting parcel
post.

l'he ability to read and use tables
and charts rapidly and accurately, a good
memory, and attention to detail are impor-
tant to those wishing to enter' this career.
Distribution clerks work closet with fellow
clerks, and often need to me et deadlines.
They need to adapt to the r. utine of sort-
ing mail, acrd may have to ork nights or
on weekends, because most large' post
ottices process ;nail around the clock.

New clerks are' trained on the' job.
Moat clerks begin as part -time' flexible
employees and become full-time workers as
vacancies occur_ Full -time clerks may
apply for prferred assignor erita and can
advance to tiupervisory positions. Many
post ofticttti -also of f classroom instruc-
tion.

To obtain em ploy moot with the'
St'T Vico , peNt 31 clerks mu he at

ft *

'at

least 18 years of age (at least. 16 if they
have a high school diplomb), must qualify
on a written examination, must also pass a
physical exam, and may be asked to show
that they can lift and handle mail sacks
weighing up to 70 pounds. Those who work
with electronic sorting machines may also
be required to pass a special examination
covering machine aptitude.

4

Entry level postal clerks are paid at
a rate of $21,511 per year in 1985. In
1980, the majority of the 265,000 postal
clerks employed nationwide by the Postal
Service worked at mail processing centers,
although many still provided services at
local post offices. An estimated two out of
every five Postal Service employees are
postal clerks. Job openings occur as pre-
sent clerks leave the occupation, or retire,
and in areas with rapid population growth.
Although the volume of mail handled is
seasonal and cyclical in nature, job secu-
rity is high as full-time employees have
never experienced a layoff. EmplovEnt,rit is
projected to decline in the long run, but
reduction in numbers would be
accomplished through attrition as
employee:: leaving would be replaced in
fewer numbers than before, rather than by
layoffs.



SIMON BEAULIEU
POSTAL DISTRIBUTION CLERK

Simon lieaulie. i5 a Disfrabotion Clerk
for the United States Post G.fice. He works
at the Bulk Mail Center in Eagan, Minne-
ota. A member of the Red Lake Chippewa
Band, he was born at Red Lake, Minnesota
on September 16, 1935. He went to school
in Red Lake and graduated from Red Lake

'High School. Simon also went to Minneapolis
liminess College for a two year program.
He is an accountant. Simon and his wife,
Ruby, who also works for the Postal Ser-
vice, live in Minneapoljs. They have four
sons, ages 26 to 12 years' old. In his leisure
time, Simon used to bowl. However, because
he now works nights, he no longer has much
time for bowling. With four children of his
own, Simon 15 interested in doing what he
can to help Indian young people find careers
where they can be happy.

What Do You Do As A Distribution Clerk?
What Kinds Of -Duties Do You Perform On A
Typical Day?

One of my duties as a distribution
clerk is keying parcels. The parcels come
down a belt, one person faces the belt and
keys the parcels according to the five digit
zip code numbers that appear on each par-
cel. Distribution clerks who work together
often switch duties so that one duty does
not get too tiring. While one person does
the keying, others sort parcels on the work
floor that have been keyed. We place par-
cels in different sacks on each side of the
floor depending on where each is going. l

am describing the tasks where I work, but
distribution clerks can do many different
kinds of things.

What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

I suppose I like the pay best. It is a
good paying job. I also like the different
people I meet and work with. I meet people
from all walks of life. Some of my co-work-
ers even have their Master's degrees. I

can't really think of anything I don't like
about my work. /
-What Kind Of Education 0/ Training Did
You Need For Your Career?

For this career, there is no educa-
tional requirement. A person can prepare
for this position by studying for and taking
the Postal Examination. Thi_eiam is for
Mail Handlers, Distribution Clerks anci_ Mail
(larriers. It is not a difficult exam. It

requires readiag skill and an ability to fol-
low directions. Then, once a person is em-
ployed, they can train';or new jobs. All the
training is htindled at the PEDC (Postal
lImployment Development Center).

Are Distribution Clerks In Demand? Do You
Have Any Advice For Someone Looking Into

Career?

I am not really sure. The Post Office
gives periodic examinations and they do hire
people each time. My advice for someonC:
looking into a Postal Service career is to
watch for the Postal Examination dates and
take all the tests that tire required.

How Did You Get into Your Career?

1 wanted to try out a career in this
area. I am a certified accountant and I

worked in accounting for nine years. But
got tires of-working in different places that
would close down, because then I would
have to start looking for work all over
again. I had no trouble finding work as an
accountant, but in keeping it, because of
business closings and the like. A career
with the Post Office is much more secure.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A Distribution Clerk?

'I decided to try this career about
four years ago: My other work was just not
steady enough. I wanted to get into ripe-
thing that offered more securityT-

Would You Encourage Other People To

Choose Your Career Field?

Yes, I would encourage others to try
it. I am very happy doing what I am doing.
When I work nights, I get the week-ends
off, And if I work days, I get days off in

the middle of the week.

What Are Some Of The Changes Going On
In Your Career Field?.

As far as i know, there is a need for
distribution clerks and there probably will
be for some time to come.'

What Are Some Of The 'Benefits You Are
Entitled To As &Postal Employee?

The Post Office has a good retire-,

Tem plan. A person can retire at 55 if they
live 30 years of service, at 60 if they have
24, years of service, and at 62 if they have
file years of service. There is also a,good
health insurance plan. The employee pays
about ?5% of VI, costs and the postaf ser-



vtt tt nays about .75% of the Ahothet
of the helivlits is a life insuralitt polio
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trance is free, somethshg in the area ul
the first $10,000 of coverage. Employees
get sick leave atnounting to about 104 hours
each year. During the first *year of enplo -

mem, employees get 13 vacation days. If
they are employed from 3 to 5 years, they
are eligible for 20 vacation days. And it
they have been employed for 1.5 or more
years, they are eligible for 26 vacation
dtys.

What Is The Salary Like In Your Career
Field?

The salary changes quite a bit to
accbiriodate cost of living increases. When
new people start out, they must start at a
lower salary. But they can work their way

6
,up the salary scale. This st.ile is based upon
-1 series of 12 steps and it takes'abotit eight
vears to get to the top (St the wage s(aie.
ihe salaries --apge troll about $21.511 to
$24,173 per year. The higher tin the salary

'scale the ettiployee goes, the shorter tune It
takes to move up to the next salary level...
Postal employees are also entitled to twb'
cost of living increases each year and a
general wage increase each year.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your Field?

The Postal Service has a program
called PASS, where employees can move up
to management positions. These positions
are salaried positions. If a person has the
background and the position the Pus, Office
is looking for fits that background, a person.
t-,an move up. I personally am quite happy aS
a distribution clerk.

"...For this career, there is no educational requirement . A

person can pr'epare for this position by studying for and taking

the. Postal Examination. Tt-sis exam is for Mail Handlers,

i ANIs,--*..1
Distribution Clerks and Mai) Carriers( It is not a difficult exam.

f
it requires readips skill and an ability to follow directions..."
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Office Manager
feltsie Office Manager determines work

procedu s and coordinates, the activities
of clerical workers. He or she prepares
schedules, issues verbal or written orders,
and supervises and checks work' for accura-
cy and ,conformity to standards and poli-
cies. -While office managers usually have a
separate area or office, they spend a great
deal of time in the total office area, mov-
ing from work station to work station.
Their work may involve meetings with a
variety of staff, ranging from instructing
clerical staff in the use of equipment, to
providing compiled information and repbrts
for administrators. Occasional aid or sub-
stitution for clerical workers is probable-,
as is involvement in hiring, dismissal, and
training. .

7

As an entry level office manager,
one must have a high school diplOrna or
GED, some post-secondary office training,

-and previous experience with the organiza-
tion, industry, or in another supervisory
position. Vocational school training is
readily available in the Twin Cities, but a
good deal of the training is on the job, at
conferences, and through service or equip-
ment providers. Promotion is possible,
especially in offices with data entry and
word processing supervisors. With trends

eisalic'ating increasing office automation and
Sharing of clerical work by administrative
and support staff, some competition should
be expected for entry level positions.

Office managers can expect to start
at about $13.96 per month in the Twin
Cities, based upon 1984 salary figures. The

It

Office managers need good verbal
and writing skill.% Math skills are often
needed for writinereports, and accounting
skills are necessary if handling payroll and
related duties are part of the office mana-:
ger's job. Office managers need to be skill-
ed in managing people involved in routine
tasks, and /nay be required to operate
electronic typewriters, word processors,
computers, and photocopiers, and ansler
phones.

Jo

%
1

median pay is approxiMately $1600 per
month, while the top 1/4 of ,salaries av4fr-
age $1841-"per month. The highest pay can
be found in construction, some manufactur-
ing, wholesale trade, transportation, and
utilities, while the lowest is found in ser-,
vices and retail trade. Major employers 'of
office mangers, in order of percentage
employed, are government, services, menu-
factturing, trade, transportation, and
utilities. 11, 6-



BOBBY COX
OFFICE MANAGER

ox iti 11( tuig Vrograin Diret Tor
and Office Manager of the :ITI)A program
at the MirTheapolis American Indian Cehtert
She ,s a member of the Red Lake Chippewa'
Band. She was born on' August 3, 1956 in
Fort Riley, Kansas and graduated from
Sobth High School in Minneapolis. Robby
enjoys her job because she likes working
with people7and she appreciates the friendly
atmosphere at the Indian Center. For rec-
reation, Bobby plays softball during the
spring and summer months. She enjoys bowl-

_

ing during the fall and winter season.

What Do You Do As An Office Manager?
What Kinds Of Duties Do You Perform On A
Typical Day?

I supervise my staff and I try to help
my staff deal with issues and problems that
.irises in dealing with our clients. I do my
own typing and word processing. I recently
received a certificate in word processing by
taking classes at American Indian 01C. I

make out the program forms that illy staff
uses and I help out with the statistics that
the program deals with. My work also
requires me to attend regular meetings.

What Do. You Like' Best And Least About
Voir Career?

What I like best about my work is the
atmosphere here at the American Indian
Center. The people I work with are really
good. What I don't like is the situation
where we must rely on year to year funding
to keep our programs going. This means that
my job is not very Secure.

What Kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need For This Career?

My actual job experience has been
most important. I was a participant in a
CETA program when I came to the Ameri-
can Indian Center. I soon moved up to be-
come a secretary-receptionist for the Cen-
ter: Then i became an administrative secre-
tary. When the opening came up for an
office managers I was chosen to fill the
position. I took a word processing course at
American Indian OIC to improve my skrIls in
my work.

Are Office Managers In Demand? Do You
Have Any Advice For Somecke Looking Into
Your Career?

My ;ob is basically a clerical position
where I do typing, filing, and record keep-

ing. There is a large market for clerical and
office positions. My advice for someone
looking into my career is to have an open
mind. It is important for an office manager
to have good ivblem solving skills and
skills in working with people.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

As I explained before, I was a partici-
pant in a CETA program when I came to
the Indian Center. i started out as a recre-
ation aide and 1- worked my way up to the
position I have now. I have been working at
the Center for six years. Since I 'started
here I have held four different jobs.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become An Office Manager?

I just happened to fall into the job.
took typing and shorthand classes in high

Lschool, but . I never had formal clerical
training. Iljust kept developing my shills in
each position I had. Each job I have thken
has required a little more responsibility.

Would You Encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career Field?

Yes. I 'find the job interesting in that
I am working with a lot of different people.
I also enjoy the casual, friendly setting at
the Indian Center. I don't hasie 'to dress up
or worry about looking just so. I can dress
the way 1 want and feel comfortable.

What Are Some Of The Changes Going On
In Your Care7r Field?

Clerical workers of many kinds are
always in demand. However, I am not cer-
tain of the demand in federal programs.
Since I first ,started there are more require-
ments for clerical workers to be able to use
new technology' such as word processors.
For anyone starting out in the clerical
field, it would be helpfiil for them to take
word processing classes.

What Are The Benefits Like In Your Career
Field?

We have just started ad pension plan
for our employees where 5% of their salary
per week is set aside for them. In case our
program ends, our employees will get this
money to live on until they are able to find
other work. Our vacation time and sick
leave policies are probably more lenient
than in the private sector. Our staff gets 8
hours of sick leave and 8 hours annual leave
each month.The amouht of time allowed for

f
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leave goes up the longer a staff member is
employed. For those .1;:, have been employ-
ed five years or more, they get S hotirs sic k
leave and 14 hours off per month. .

What Is The Salary Like In This Field?

Clerical workers can be paid at a

rate of $4.50 per hour. Depending on what
their responsibilities are they can make
from 10 to 18 thousand dollars per year.
Federal programs start clerical workers out
with a salary that is a little higher than in
the private sector. lobs in the private sec-
tor, however, are more secure and there are
more frequent raises.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your Career Field?

For me, the advancement possibilities
have been very good. I moved up from hemp
a recreation -aide to an office manager and
now interim program director. But federal
programs, which are funded from year to
year, do not offer much security. In the pri-
vate sector there is more security and proh-
ably more room for advancement as well.

"...Since I first started, there are more requirements for

clercal workers to be able to use new technology such as word

processors. For anyone starting out, it would be helpful for them

to lake word processing classes..."

1 3
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'Counselor
The Coulor works with individuals

and with groups to cuicre arid assist in
overco,itsiik% obstacles to physical, mental,
and emotional health, as well as, providing
guidance in the areas of employment coun-
seling, career counseling, and academic
counseling. The Counselor starts with the
individual, learning about him or her
through interviews and testing. He or she
organizes and analyses information to
apprais,, the client's aptitudes, abilities,
interests, values, or personality. Counselors
are employed in areal.; such rehabilita-
tion, chemical dependency, school
guidance, employment, mental health, and
crisis intervention counseling. The general
goal in this helping profession is to assist
the person in becoming self-sufficient and
thr:mgh the counseling process assist
Hi4-nt:4 in reaching their goals.

The ,,ounselor must be able to
handle per'ons who may be depressed,
angry, discouraged, non-committal, or who
may be highly motivated and curious. The
ability to motivate, inspire, teach, and
guide are essential. Also, good listening,
verbal, and analytical skills are necessary.
Relevant courses are English, math, thb
social sciences, psychology and health
sciences.

Pathways to the counseling carter
are the two -year Associate degree in
Counseling or Human Services, the tour-
year Bachelor's degree in Psychology or a
related fie ld, and the Master's degree in
Counseling Psychology. Additional require-
ments for school counselors are completion
of an approved teacher program at a col-
lege or university, and a licensure process
is followed for either secondary or elemen-
tary school counseling. Also, stsate
certification is necessary for certain coun-
seling fields like rehabilitation counseling.
Counselors take. courses in counseling
theory, behavior Analysis, group techniques,
research methods, statistical methods,
abnormal ,psychology and developmental
psychology.

Ttte Counselor salary is variable
depending upon the level of education,
experience, and type of counseling. The
salary may range from $14,000 yearly to
over $30,000 yearly. Typical work settings
include high schools and colleges; pub lic

ftnd private' social service agencies; and
ti tate, federal, and local government
agencies.

(

MARCY ARDIDO
COUNSELOR

Marcy Ardido is a counselor with the
American Indian Learning Resource Center
at the Univqrsity or Minnesota. A member
of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, she was
born in Cass Lake, Minnesota and she spent
her childhood in Onigum on the Leech Lake
Reservation. She attended Walker High
School until the 10th grade and then she
went to school in Chicago. She began taking
college classes after she. became a mother
and started working for a HeadStart pro-
gram. Today, she is continuing to take col-
lege classes in order to enrich her counsel-
ing skills.

Marcy finds that her experience as
the mother of five children has really
helped her to become a good counselor. She
has also found than because she comes from
the same background as many of the stu-
dents she counsels, she has a better grasp
of the issues and problems they face. She
has an open and easy-going nature about
her that gives students a feeling of being
very comfortable with her. She has a very
positive attitude about the students with
whom she works. She expects a Jot of them
and they, in turn, expect a Jot of them-
selves. When asked about her hobbies and
special interests, she laughed and, said "rais-
ing children"! With five kids, a full time
job, and working part-time toward her
degree, she has little time for anything
else.
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What Do You Do AS A Counselor? What
Kinds Of Duties Do You Perform On A Typ-
ical Day?

My job as a counselor inciudes
great deal of variety. I do routine paperiis
work and update my files. I attend meet
ings, spe&k 'with other members of the Uhl-
versity staff on behalf of students, and
plan career fairs. Mostly, I do individualized
personal counseling. The goal of our center
is to meet individual needs. So I concen-
trate on advising students and giving them
academic and career counseling. Often, I
help them make olit the forms necessary to
get financill aid and inter the University.

What Do 'You Like Best And Least About
Ybur Career?

What I like best is the excitement I

feel in watching our students grow and
develop in many ways. Working directly
with students is the best part o my career.
What I like least is having to deal with the
bureaucracy of a big educational institution
and its frequent failure to understand and
respect the cultural differences of our stu-
dents.

What ,Kind Of Education Or Training id
You Need For This Career?

To become a counselor it is important
to get a four year liberal arts degree. Per-
sonal qualiertss are also important in coun-
seling. For example, sensitivity to the needs
of others is a quality that is very important
for a counselor to have.

Are Counselors In Demand? Do You Have
Any Advice For Someone Looking Into Your
Career?

Yes, counselors are in demand. My
advice for someone looking into my career
is not to narrow themselves in their studies
and experiences. Have as broad a knowledge
base as possible so you can grow in your
areas of interest.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

I started out as a parent volunteer in

a Fl-ad Start program. As I" began to work
with people in the field of education, I

reafized that as a mother I had a great deal
prar ticul experience and insight to offer.

I began Ti) get t nore confidence in myself
and my abilities. As a result, I started tak-
ing college classes and I did very well.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A Counselor?

I didn't consciously decide to become

a counselor.' It is a career I just fell
People have always shared with me and my
natural intertAsts in counseling grew that
way. rthought at first that I would like to
become a teacher. When this counseling

position came up, I found that it is very

similar to teaching. Many ol the 'same skills
are needed in both careers.

Would You Encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career Field?

Yes. There is a great need for Indian
counselors to work with Indian people. The
Indian community is confronting and working
seriously with many of the problems our
people face. While I work as an academic
and career counselor, there is also a great
need for chemical dependency counselors
and family counselors.

What Is The Salary Like In This Field?

The salary is 01c- but you will never
get rich! The people who go into counseling
don't really go into it to make money.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your Career Field?

The field of counseling offers such
variety that it is possible to branch out into
many different areas. It is important to

start out and gain experience as a counselor
before branching out. Then as you gain
expertise in the field, you can do your own
research work or even direct your own
counseling program.

"...There is a great need for

Indian counselors to work with Indian

people..."
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Store Co-owners and Managers
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The Store Manager is in charge of a
retail store which may sell groceries,
diking, liquors, prepared foods, or other
merchandise. The Store Manager is respon-
sible for the complete operation, planning,
and day-to-day activities of a retail store.
Duties include setting prices, coordinating
of advertising, ordering inventory, training
and supervising employees, and record
keeping. Other ie,portanc duties include
bookkeeping, customer contact, sales,
operating a cash register, and the
collection and deposit of cash.

The Store Manager niust be able to
coordinate the activities of others, be per-
suasive and have basic math and writing
ability in order to learn and manage a re-
tail business. Patience, tact, and public
contact skills are essential in order to deal
effectively with customers, employees, sup-
pliers, and the owners or officers of the
company. Also, stamina and the ability to
stand for long periods of time are impor-
tant attributes for success in the field of
store management.

ti

The Store Manager is likely to have
started in the retail business and have
worked his or her way into trainee status.
However, this worker is likely to have
completed two years of management
training at a vocational or business school
in order to qualify for trainee status. Mao,
grocery, bar, and restauraht managers are
full or part owners, but even among these,
there is likely to be long experience and
some formal education. increasing numbers
of store managers have completed a
Bachelor's degree in Business Management
or a related field. Essential courses are
marketing, business law, business econom-
ics, cow m unications, business principles,
and accounting.

The Store Manager salary is variable
and difficult to determine since so many
managers are owners and are paid by
profits. However, a starting salary of
$12,000 for trainees and $18,000 for full
managers is common. Typical employers
include retailers such as grocery stores,
clothing stores, goods stores, convenience
stores, restaurants and gasoline outlets.
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MYRON AND PAT ROSEBEAR

SMALL BUSINESS CO-OWNERS AND
STORE MANAGERS

Myron Rosebear is a member of the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians. He was
born at Red Lake on March 1, 1941. He

spent his early childhood in the village of
Ponemah on the reservatiob. Then, in 1949,
when he *was eight years old, his family
moved to the Twin Cities. He started school
in Ponemah and finished his schooling
Minneapolis. Myron and his wife, Pat, are
both college graduates. They have worked
for several years as chemical dependency
counselors. Currently they are co-owner
and managers of the 11EAR HAWK STOR
BEAR HAWK is an Indian supply store I

Gated in the Franklin Avenue Shopping Mall
in south Minneapolis. They share ownership
of the store with Don and Vi Mohawk of
Hibbing, Minnesota. While managing a busi-
ness is very demanding of their time, they
enjoy going to pow-wows and Nrticipating
in the dancing. Their children have been
very involved in dancing over the years and
their son is a champion traditional dancer.

What Do You Do As Store Co-owners And
Managers?

On a typical day, we have to keep
our stock up and make sure our merchandise
is properly displayed. We also have to,.order
stock when supplies o1 particular items need
replacing. We wait on customers who come
into the-store to visit and make purchases.
We trade supplies with Indian people in the
community and also sell Indian made goods
on consignment.

What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

We both feel that the best part
our career as small business owners anti
managers is the chance we get to talk with
community people who come into the store
to visit and trade. This way we get a

chance to build on old friendships and meet
new people. In previous years, we traveled
the pow-wow circuit and ran a food conces-
sion stand. We made many friends this way
and some of eic people we met come into
the store. The part of our job we like the
least is the worry about the money it will
take to get the amount of stock we would
really like to have available in the store. In
starting a small business, it is difficult at
first to get the funds necessary to purchase
the supplies for a store.

/ 13
What Kipd Of Education Or Training Did
You Need To Become .Store Owners And
Managers?

We were both formally trained to be
iachemically `dependency co nselors. What we

learned to start up and anage a small
business is what you mig call personal
learning. We learned a lot about business
,management from our experiences operating
a food concession stand at pow-wows over
the years. It would be helpful, though, for
someone interested in 4,-,atre management
career to go to college *. vocational drool
and take classes in business management,
accounting, and bookkeeping. Accounting is
especially important because keeping store
books can be a great deal of work.

Do You Think Thkre Will Be A Future De-
r and For Small Business? Do You Have Any .

Advice For A Person Interested In Starting
A Small Business?

Based upon our experiences, we think
it is quite possible to make a living in a
small business. We know now from our own
experience that the hard part is getting the
business started. It takes time for people in
the community to learn that the business
eitists, where it is located; and what kinds
of merchandise or services are available.
Once the business is established though, it,/
is a good way to make a living. Our advice
to those interested in starting a business is

that it takes a lot of hard work and plan-
ning and a considerable amount of
risk-taking. Myron, for example, left a very
good job to start the BEAR HAWK STORE.
Starting out, then.can be scary because of
the risk.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become Store Owners And Managers?

.We decided to start up the store in
January or February of last year. Pat:
Myron's original idea was to have a restau-
rant in the BEAR HAWK STORE location.
He loves to cook and he makes the best fry
bread around. The initial expense of start-
ing a restaurant, however, discouraged us.
When Myron decided on the idea of an Indi-
an supply store, we called our partners in
Hibbing. Don and Vi Mohawk already had
some initial supplies the store would need
because they sold jewelry in a concession
stand business. So with the initial sit plies,
Myron went ahead and built all the isplay
cases by hand that the store would need.
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Would You Encourage Other People To Gc
Into Store Management?

Yes, store management is a good ca-
reer. We are very concerned with helping
Indian young people select careers that will.
allow them to be happy: Small business man-
agement is a lot of hard work, but it can he

done.

What Are Your Plans For The Future?

Myron: I would really like to expand
the Indian supply store someday. I would
like to have a printed catalog of the kinds
of merchande we sell at the BEAR HAWK
STORE. I also haven't given up on my
dream of starting a"restaurant which would
speckilize in serving traditional Indian food.
In the meantime, we really enjoy running
the BEAR HAWK STORE. We care about
our.custorners and the friends who stop in
to visit from the community.

"...We know now from our own experience that the hard

part is getting the biisiness started. It takes time for people in

thki community to learn that the business exists, where it is
4P

located, and what kinds of merchandise or services are available.

Once the business is established though, it is a good way to make

a living..."

7
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Registered Nurse
The Registered Nurse performs a

wide variety of health care functions and
helps maintain a physical and emotional
environment that promotes recovery. He or
she observes, assesses, records symptoms,
reactions, and records the progress of pa-
tients. The R.N. administers medication,
assists in the rehabilitation of patients,
and instructs both patients and family
members in proper health care and main-
tenance. Some registered nurses administer
community health programs, conduct
research, or teach. in addition to these
duties, the R.N. may be called upon to as-

, silk the physician in the examination and
treatment of patients, and at times to per-
form clerical duties. Administrative and
service duties vary with the location and
status of the R.N.

The Registered Nurse should have a
desire to serve people and be sympathetic
to the needs of others. Acceptance of
responsibility and careful, accurate obser-
vation and decision making are needed. The
R.N. should have scientific knowledge and
interest, and take the initiative while fol-
lowing rules and procedures to which good
judgement must be applied. High school or
college level subjects that are relevant are
English, chemistry, biology, health, social
science and mall.

This career may be entered through
one of three paths: the two-year associate
degree at a community college, the three-
year diploma from independent schools and
hospitals, and the four-year bachelor's
degree from a college school of nursing.
Next, each R.N. must pass an exam and
continue to take continuing education
courses to have the license renewed. The
two-year programs do not lead to research
teaching, or administrative positions,
whereas the four-year degree may lead to
such opportunities. The'" three-year pro-
grams provide more practice in the health
care setting and generalk will not afford
the opportunities which the four-year
degree provides.

et.

Salaries are variable with a
salary range in the Twin Cities of $1,212
to $2,316 depending upon dirties, work set-
tiny, and years of service. Typical employ-
ers include hospitals. clinics, nursing

homes, schools, private companies, col-
leges, and state and federal agencies.

monthly

SANDRA LITTLE3OHN
REGISTERED NURSE

Sandra Littlejohn is currently serving
as head floor nurse at the Nile Wealth Care
Center in south Minneapolis. She is a mem-
ber of the Mdewankanton Sioux tribe from
the Lower Sioux community in western
Minnesota. She was born in Redwood 'Falls
and li

graduating from high ehool, she_
ttended school in Morton, Minnesota.

itAfter' .en-
rolled in classes at St. laf College in
Northfield, Minnesota. In 1 82, she gradu-
ated from St. Olaf withsa Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in Nursing.

What Do You Do As A Head Floor Nurse?
What Kinds Of Duties Do You Perform In A
Typical Day?

As head floor nurse, I am respOnsible
for superyising the other nurses and nursing
assistants on my floor. I also work with the
staff of other departments at the Health
Care Center. This part of my work requires
me tq attend meetings and to help coordi-
nate the health care services of the Center.
Basically, I coordinate the work of all other
staff members on my'floor, making sure That
quality service is provided to the residents.
At times, I work directly with the patients.
I give medication, provide treatment or as-
sess the health status of each resident.

What Do You Like Best And Least' About
Your Career As A Registered Nurse?

like the .independence my job as
head floor nurse gives me. I really prefer
this supervising position to that of being a
staff nurse and I have workefl in. both posi-
tions. Ther,.. are, of course, pressures and
problems associated with my responsibilities
as a head nurse. I have to be very diplomat-
ic in getting my staff motivdted to do the
best they can do in their work.
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What Kind Of Education Or Training Do
You Need To Becom A Registered Nurse?

There are dif erent paths a person
can take to become a registered nurse. I

went to college airs nd got my four year
nursing degree. Ano er path is to start out
as a TMA (trained medical assistant) and
then work up the PN (licensed practical
nurse) level. The next level would be that
of a registered nurse. h cases where. people
do not have the finances to get specialized
training, there are some health care facili-
ties that will finance further education for
their staff members. The important first
career step is to gera high school diploma
or GE D. Some registered nurse training pro-
grams in the rwin Cities area are two 'or
three year programs. Four year programs,

"however, are more common. I think with a
Bachelor of Science degree in nursing, there
are greater opportunities to advance in the
field. z

Is Nursing In Demand? Do You Have Any
Advice For Someone Looking Into A Nursing
Career?

At the present time there is not a
great demand for nurses in the Twin Cities
area. But there are opportunities for nurses
in other parts of the country. For those in-
terested in a nursing career, my advice is
to get some direct experience working as a
nurse's aide or in some other area of nurs-
ing. In this way a person can get a feeling
for what it is like to work with those who
have health cart needs. Direct experience
gives people the opportunity to find 'out
firsthand what the work of a nurse is all
about. I think people who have direct expe-
riences first make better nurses in the long
run.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A Registered Nurse?

While I was still in high school, I

worked part-time as a nursing assistant. At
that time i was still unsure about what ca-
reer I wanted but I felt most comfortable in
nursing. I also wanted, the experience of
going to college. So I applied and l was
acepted in the nursing program at St. Olaf
College.'

Would You Encourage Other People To Go
Into Nursing?

Yes, I would encourage others. There
ti
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are many satisfactions associated with my
work. Although it may sound simplex, I enjoy
helping other people who need me.

Who Are Some Changes Going' On In Your
Career Field?

One of the ch nges is that two and
t ree year nurses trai ng programs are be-

g phased out. Also, with government
cut-packs in Medicare and Medicaid, shorter
hosphal stays are common. This means that
health care centers are receiving more and
more people who are acutely ill and need
considerable care.

What Is The Salary Scale Like In Nursing?

If a nurse has a four year degreie, he
or she must get paid at a certain rate.
These rates are compatible with the guide-.
lines set by the State Board of Nursing.
Generally, if nurses work in a facility that
is unionized, the wages are higher.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities
For A Registered Nurse?

I am now working as a head floor
nurse and this is about the highest rank I

can get in my position.. To advance further,
I would have to move into a different kind
of position. To qualify as a head nurse, I
worked first as a stiff nurse at Cedar Pines
Health Care Facility.. l this job I moved
into being in charge or the second shift.
This experience helped ma a greai:deal in
being selected as head floor nurse at the
Niles Health Care Center.

111111111111111111111111111111111

"...In this job,-I moved into being

in charge of the second shift. This

experience helped me a great deal in.
being selected as heed nurse at the

Niles Health Care Center..."
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The job of the school administi'ator
begins with planning and setting goals. To
achieve these goals, administrators must
organize, coordinate, and evaluate activities
of the program. In some schools, school
administrators oversee all the operations in
a particelar school or geographic area; in
others, they have authority over specific
activities such as personnel, budget, or stu-
dent services and recruitment. They confer
with teachers and other staff; advising, ex-
plaining, or answeririk procedural. questions;
thiy talk with parents and members of the
community; and they will often meet with
students for various reasons. They may also
provide individual or group counseling about

/ personal, social, educational, or vocational
matters. Also, they may coordinate school
social and recreational progtrams.

Personal characteristics such as
leadership skills, managerial ability, coin-.
munications skills and human relations skills
are needed ,to direct and guide the activi-
ties of school staff, students, community
groups and other individuals. A strong inter-
nal sense of direction and motivation is
necessary; and self-confidence enabling one
to withstand criticism is essential.

In order to enter the field of school
administration, certain experience, educe-
tion,fand certification requirements must be
met. A minimum of a bachelor's degree with
the required eduiation credits and a' back-
ground in teaching for a period of time may
enable one to enter the ranks of school
adininistration in the form of principalships,
or school program coordination. However, a
bachelor's degree without the education
credits' with experience organizing and
supervising school programs may lead to
opportunities in the school administration
field. But, graduate study in educational
administration, preferably at the doctoral
level, is usually required. for a school dis-
trict superintendent or for the higher ranks
of college administration. All 50 states
require the certificittion of school admin-
istrators. Certification requirements may
include 'U.S.' citizenship, state residency,
good health and bitaracter, griduate training
in educational administration, and
experience. Some states require one to pass
an examination to become certified.
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Salaries St* att3:31 !AdminiAtratot, vary
acc,prding Co position, Level of responsibility,
and the size and geographic location of the
school or school 4iistrict. Average salaries
for school administrators range from c26,118
yearly for assistant principals to $46;001'
yearly for superintendents. Typical,employ-
ers include community ctillk Res; public and
private universities; public and private
primary and secondary schools; and
vocational or private trade schools.

BONNIE WAtLACE
SUPPORT SERVICES PRCrGRAM

DIRECTOR

Bonnie Wallace is the Director of the
America!), Indian Support Program at Augs-
burg College in Minneapolis. A member of
the Minnesota 'Chippewa Tribe, she was
born on December 4, 1946 on the Fond du
Lac Reservation in northeastern Minnesota.
After she graduated from Cloquet High
School, Ronnie was recr d by the BIA to
attend the Duluth A --my of Hair Design
for cosmetologist tr nm .,orking as a
hairdresser convince \her that this was not
really a career she wanted to spend her life
doing. She then worked for a youth program
On the Fond du Lac Reservation before
moving to the Twin Cities. She worked at a
number of jobs before she decided to enter
the University of Minnesota. In 1974, she
received her Bachelor of Arts degree in
Scx,:ial Welfare from the University, and in
1980 der ided to pursue and complete some
graduate work. Bonnie admits she is far
too busy as the mother of two daughters
arid with a full time job for leisure time.
She also serves on many boards and
committees deal ing with everything from
scholarship.; to economic development.
When she does take time out for herself,
she reads books, in the areas of her interest
and takes community education such as
aerobics.

What Do You Do As A Program Director?
What Kinds Of Duties Do You Perform On A
Typical Day?

I take my work on a daily basis. Much
of my job consists of counseling and ad-

. dressing crisis sttuatrons-. This part of my
work car be extremely time consuming. My
job description includes "spending one third
of my tine recruiting students, one third
tune counseling, and me third time in of-
fice duties such as writing reports and pro-
posals. Very often though, I deal with crisis
situations which leaves me less time for
recruiting. So 1 use techniques I know work
well in recruiting students. For example, I

use networking with several other Indian
i.ducation and c-ornmunity -agencies and I uti-
lize Augsburg Indian students. both those
attending and 'those who have, Ar4dtiated.
l hey are my, best rek:ruiters! %hen I get
toehold in the office work portion of 1.11y job,
I frequently end up taking my work home. In
counseling, I offer direct services to stu-
dents in whatever problems they have that
affects their education. I work with-many
older or re-entry women who receive some
form of public assistance and who generally
are single piirents. Some of the women are
also raising their' grandchildren and serve as
the matriarch of a typical extended family
tituation. There are many crises, such as
day care problems, financial aid problems,
housing, and chemical dependency, and
hopefully I am helping them to learn to help
themselves in these areas.

What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

What I like best bout my work is
that I get a chance to meet a lot of people,
tribal government officials, state govern-
ment officials, students and many others. I

meet and work with a diverse network of
people. And because I have contacts in this
network, I can usually find resource people
to help students whenever a need or,Prob-
!ems arises. I also like the flexibility my job
offers allowing me time to interact With my
own community. What I don't like about my
work is having to deal with a lot of igno-
rance on the part of the public about Amer-
ican Indians. I have to say things that many.
people do not want to hear b. cause it is
unpleasant for them to deal with the injus-
tices that have been committed against
Indian people. One other area that generally
disturbs me is the apathy I find among some
Indian people. It is difficult enougtf to -deal
with the bureaucracy of an institution, but
to deal with apathy on top of it can make
my job difficult at times.

What Kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need For This Career?

When I applied for the position I have
now, I had my Bachelor of 'Arts degree. I
also 'ha0 .experience in community service
programs working with Indian people. I have
increased my knowledge and skills by taking
graduate courses and training in such areas
as, management, proposal writing, word pro-
cessing, and ,chemical dependency aware-
ness.
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Are Program Directors, Particularly in The
Area Of Support Services To Indian People,
In Demand? Do. You Have Any Advice For
Someone Looking Into Your Career?

I would haVe to say at directors for
Indian focused programs e not as much in
demand as they used to A decade ago in
Minnesota there was a eater demand for
Indian people to work it the areas' of minor-
ity support services at the college and uni-
versity levels. Since, that time, these pro-
grams 'have all too often been deleted freim
college budgets or they have been combined
with other programs. I believe that minority
support services are still needed, but
getting the funding for their continuation
remains a problem.

My advice for someone looking into
my career field is not to 'limit yourself in
serving only special populations. When you
leave a position, such as the one I have,
and go out into the larger job market, you
find you are limited. In 'the long run, my
advice would be to take courses that will
continually expand your skills such as com-
puter training or word processing skills.
Step cut and learn how to deal with many
different groups of 'people.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

When I graduated from the University,
I wanted to work with my tribe because
they had helped me through school. dui
work for my tribe in the education office
for four years. During that time, Augsburg
College had set up a task force to find out
why the college had not been successful in
recruiting Indian students. I served as a

member of that task force. We submitted a
complete r,!port with several recommenda-
tions, one of those being to create and
implement an Indian support services pro-
grain. This program was created in 1978 but
the person hired to serve as Director did
not stay in the position very long. ShortH
thereafter, the Dean of the College called
me and asked if I would be interested in

serving as the Director of the program. I

turned him down at first, not wanting to
leave my tribal position and being somewhat
reluctant to work in a church related envi-
ronment. But the 'Van was very convincing
and I kbew he was genuinely concerned
about the program, so eventually, I sent him
my resume. I was hired shortly ther6after. I
Le;ually don't like to stay 'in any one pc;?st-
tion fcir more than four years as I like to

e-nlor other areas, but surprisingly I have
been t Augsburg College for seven years
now I have often thought about leaving my
polti n but then i get involved with a new

group of incoming students. My commitment 19
to their, educational experience is invariably
strengthened. .1 feel I have been blessed in

wbeing able to work with very good groups of
students, and I especially like working with
women in their 30's and 40's who are
re- entering school.

What Are Some Changes Going On In Your
Career Field?

There are far fewer minwity support
service programs operating in colleges and
universities in the state than there were a
decade ago. The programs that are left,
however, are good programs. Even in these
programs, we work from year to year .and
we never know for sure when our program
will be cut from the college budget. The
conservative climate of the country ,right
now means. that the few programs that ,.re
left are struggling to maintain themselves. I

really, don't know what would happen if
these support services were discontinued. I

would guess that fewer Indian students
wsi54Id be retained in the schools, and over-
all not only would that be our loss but a
loss to the colleges as well,. Professionally
and personally I believe Indian support pro-
grams do make a difference for Indian peo-
ple.

What Is The Salary Like In Your Career
'Field?

The salary 'can run from about four-
teen thousand to about twenty-two thousand
dollars per year.

What Are The A0vansement Possibilities
For Program Directors Within The College
Or Univers'ity Setting?

,If a person is working as a director of
an Indian program, there is not inch possi-
bility of advancement in the college setting.
In some cases, Indian support programs have
been combined to form minority programs.
gut then; is there a real chance for ad-
vanc..-rnent in this combination? I tend to
think not. Some program directors also
teach. But if they leave their position as
program directors and teach full time; their
salary is likely to be de&eased.
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Would You encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career Fief('

I would like to see more Indian people
working with colleges, vocational schools
and other educational institutions in many
different capacities. I am hesitant to en-
courage others, to stay in a position like, I
have without reaching out and getting new
skills. .1 would like to see Indian people
workipg as college admissions officers, fi-
nancial ai,1 officers, and in other positions
where they work with all the students. It is
important for Indian people to get a foot in
the door so they can be considered for all
positions open' in colleges and universities.
However, if a good position did open up in

an Indian support program, I would certainly
encourage people to apply for it.

"...My advice for someone looking into my career field is

not to limit yourself in serving only special populations. When you

leave a position, such as the one T have and go out into the

larger job market, you find you are limited. In the long run, my

advice would be to take courses that will continually expand your

skills such as computer training or word processing skills. Step

out and learn how to deal with many different groups of

people...".
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6olto and Chefs
The Cook plans, prei.ares,' seasons,

and cooks foods for restaurants, cafeterias,
institutii5ns, or special events. The Cook or
Chef may prepare the foods at all stages,
including opening cans or boil/tea, or be as-
sisted by food service corkers or an
assistant cook. He or she operates appli-
ances, and mixes ingredients using written
or memorized recipes. The Cook seasons and
tastes the food, using the various senses or
a timer to judge when to serve it. The Cook
may also cut or carve the food, put it on
plates, and possibly serve it to customers.
Knowledge of health rules and regulations
in the workplace are essential inrder to
comply with state regulations and to insure
food which is healthfuL

The Cook needs .average ability and
a good knowledge of math and English. He

or she must have good.), memory and the
ability to visualize or project how a food
should look, smell or taste when completed.
To do this he or she must be capable of
recognizing smell, color, texture, ,,and so on.
Gobd finger dexterity end eye hand coordi-
nation are necessary in order to work with
kitchen tools and various foods. Persons
who like precision, technical details, and
who like to produce a product that the
public will judge, may enjoy this career.

The career may be entered by
several pathways. Some short order cooks
start with only home experience or with
months or years work as a helper or general
kitchen worker. Others take several months
to two years of formal education in high
school, or vocational training settings. This
kind of training program includes hands on
food preparation, ordering food, planning
meals, recordkeeping, and food storage.
Others apply to large restaurants or hods
and take company sponsored training pr-o-
grams while working as a kitchen helper or
cook's assistant. Professional associations

t.also provide training.

The Cook' salary is variable depend-
ing upon the level of education, experience,
and kind of cooking position sought. An un-
trained cook's assistant can expect $3.50 to
$5.50 per hour. Experienced cooks and chefs
with union contract jobs can expect from
$10,500 yearly to over $21,000 yearly.
Typical work settings include restaurants
and hars, hotels, hospitals, schools, colleges,
and federal, state, county, and -ity
facilities.
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ADRIAN YELLOW
SCHOOL COOK

Adrian Yellow is the school cook at
Heart of the Earth Survival School in
Minneapolis. His title is Food and Nutrition-
ist Specialist. Adrian was born at Red Lake,
Minnesota and is a proud member of the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians. When
he was growing up, he went to school in
north Minneapolis and Kimball, Minnesota.
He has received job training at the Occupa-

d, tonal Skills Training Center, and success-
fully completed the Commercial Food Spe-
cialist course at Idelneapolis Technical
Institute. Adrian is very conscientious and
dedic.ated to his career as a cook. Although
he has had training as a chef, he feels he
has not had enough experience to qualify
for that title. Someday, though, he feels he
will earn the experience necessary to quali-
fy for the title of Professional Chef. in his
leisure time, Adrian likes to go hunting,,
participate in sports, and watch sporting
events.
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What Do You Do As A Cook? What Is A
Typical Day Like?

As a I l ,t4s for a s, two', I tirepar«.
breakfast for 100 .41,idents and Lunt h for
ISO studeitis in kindergarten through 12th
grade. I cook full meals - soups, salads,
meats, vegetables, sauces, gravies, breads
and desserts. I edit monthly menus, comply-
ing with *guidelines for national school lunch
and breakfast programs. I estimate and or-
der food from three different commercial
distributors. I fill out daily aod weekly food
production shec.s. This information indi-
cates what food is used each day, the quan-
tities prepared and the' porponr. served.
Monthly and quarterly inventories are done.
On special occasions such as graduation, I
plan, prepare and serve as many as 500
meals for students and guests. On any given
day, my most important job is insuring pro-
per sanitation procedures are exercised is
food prepar4tiori and stora e areas.

What Do You "Like Bes And Least About
Your Career As A Cook?

like to cook because I get a feeling
of satisfaction knowing I accomplish some -
thing each day. My job is not like a factory
job where people watch the' clod. For me,
the day goes by very fast. Soiret4pies 1 wish
the clock wouldn't move so fast. V, hat 1 like
least about my job is all the time I sand
clelhing. What I like most is the challenge
of Rperating a kitchen on my 'own. I also
like being able to get to know the children
at school. 4, hen I go into a store and meet
students from the schobl, they always greet
me. I like the recognition I get for my
work.

What Kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need For Your Career As A Cook?

Basically, my c:hef's training at
Minneapolis Technical Institute got rn: my
job. I came for an interview and was told
everything that I would have to do. I told
them I didn't know if i could do all the
work, but I would certainly give it a try.
My training from the highly skilled and mo-
tivated instructors at M.T.I. was put to use
immediately and has since given me the
confidence to make it this fart

Are Cooks In Demand? Do You Have Any
Advice For Someone Looking Into Your
Career?

Yes, cooks,_are in demand. But after a
person gets training, it isn't that easy to
get a good job right away. There are also
times of the year that are better to find

work as a cook than , :!er noir,. 1 he spring
is a bad time because college studcnts are
also looking for work. 11ch :hough college
students, don't Make' hi''tter tooks. they get
hired be(.ause they have the nhantage of
education.. My advit e for someone looking
into my career is not to go into cooking
unless you have a real interest in cooker.
wanted to go to cooking school since I was
17 years old. Finally,'through a CE l'4 pro-
gram at the Minneapolis Indian Center, I

got a chance to go. If you are looking into
a cooking career, you have to be prepared
for a number of things. Yqu have to be pre-
pared to stand on your feet a lot. And in
restaurant cooking, you may have to work a
straight stmft. This means you may work
eight hours without a break. Cooking is a
high pressured job and there is trot a rot of
time to sit add relay. 'Cooks are always
around heat and they of ter, have to work in
Cramped quarters. Some kitchens are modt.,--
ately equipped, and so you may have to end
up preparing many things by hand. So for
someone looking into a cooking career, they
have to be prepared to work long Hours, and
to work nights, holidays, and week-ends.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

When I was younger I used to spend a
lot of time at my grandmother's house. I

watched her make bread and pies and I

loved to eat. So I cooked a lot when I was
young. When I was 17, I worked in down-
town Minneapolis and I had a chance to
watch the kind of work that cooks do. I
told myself I could do this kind of work. I

also worked for a time at Jue1 Fairbanks in
St. Paul and did cooking there. After that,
when I was unemployed, I got into the
CETA program at the Indian Center. They
helped me get ini\o chef's training at MIL
When I finished my- training, I guess it was
just luck that I heard about the cooking job
at Heart of the Earth.
Would You Encourage Others To Choose
Your Career Field?

I would encourage others only if they
had an interest in the cooking area., I
wouldn't encourage people to do anything
unless they have an interest in the first
place.
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What Are Some Changes Going On In Your
Career Field?

Cooking is a growing field and there
is always a demand for cooks. Atter all,
peoptoalways have to eat. Statistics show

"-that more people are tog (-nit nowadays.
41th nort. wives Work! ;41-verily population
growth aan(f new factories +lurid businesses,
there is an even greater demane for cooks.
Cooks can get jobs- in restaurants, hotels,
tit pools, hospitals, and even companies that
have their own cafeterias.

What is The. Salary Like In Your Career
Field?

Most cooks are pal: by the. hour. If
you are a salaried peryan, yeu can earn be-
tween 16,000 to 40,000 dollars per year. All
chefs art salaried persons. Also, if you can
get into a union as a cook, the wages will
be higher because they are union wageF. If
you work as a cook in a restaurant, the
benefits tend to be poor. However, if you
are a cook in a school or ospital, the ben-
efits are better. Here you cart get vacation
days, sick days and other benefits.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your Career Field? ,

I don't consider myself chef yet.
But if a person can get into an organization
like the MidWest Chef's Society, the ad-
vancement possibilities are good. To get
into this society, a person has to have a
certain number of points. They have to have
a sponsor already in th- society and they
get points through education, experience
and taking part in cooking competitions. If
a cook can get these, he or she can get
national certification. With this kind of
recognition a ':ook can go anywhere and be
employed. When I was a student at MTI, I
entered The amateur cooking competition at

the Upper Midwest Hospitality Show. I won
a second place silver medal for my entry.
have never really met an Indian chef, and
someday, I would like to be that person.

...For one, the day goes very

east. My job is not like a factory job

where people watch the clock. For me,

irttejday goes very fast. Sometimes,

wish that the clock wouldn't move so

fast....Cooking is a growing field and

there is always a demand for caoks.

After all, people alwa.ys have to eat.

Statistics show that more people are

eating out nowadays..."
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Heavy Equipment Mechanic
Hie Heavy Equipment Mechanic re-

pairs and maintains diesel ongint,s or heavy
equipment 'su0 as construction vehicles,
buses, trucks, and ships. First, the trouble
must be diagnosed, by inspecting the equip-
mnt and askingiquestions of the driver or
by reading their report. The engine or 'a
particular system may he' taken apart, in
order to replace parts and repair the
system. Also, periodic maintenance is done
rep prevent breakdowns and to keep 'the
machinery in good operation. On a typicet
day, the mechanic may work on just one
part of a vehicie, such as the electrical
system or the brakes. Or, there may be
many small jobs. Some mechanics specialize
in one or more areas such as transmissions,
major engine repair or electrical repair
while others are generalists who are
involved in repair, of a generalized nature.
Additionally, a mechanic may specialize in
work with trucks; cranes, bulldozers,
scrapers, or other kinds of heavy
equip ment.

The Heavy Equipment Mechanic
should be able to determine abstract detail
in drawings and objects. Good eye and
hand coordination and manual dexterity are
important. Also, good physical condition
and some ability to do heavy lifting is nec-
essary. Those individuals who like mechan-
ic al repair, diagnosing mechanical
problems, and work on large motors and
frames, may like this work. High school
subjects include math, physics, electricity,
drafting, welding, and auto shop courses.

Entry paths into the trade nary with
a trend toward a need for educational
training at a vocational or trade school.
However: many of the eurrent heavy equip-
ment mechanics learned the trade on the
job, starting with a high school education
or military services background and start-
ing on the job as a greaser or helper.
Today, the best route is through
completion of vocational or a technical
training program in diesel mechanics and
heavy equipment repair. Vocational
programs will vary from twelve months to
two years with some specialzed courses
running for a number of weeks. An appren-
ticeship program of 8,000 hours is available
and union membership is possible.

The median yearly salary is about
$26,352 yearly in the Twi.. Citio s with the
highest average salary range at $28,176
yearly. Employers include ce'ipanies and
firms in the manufacturing, construction,
transportation, and in the trade sectors.
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STEVE MONROE
HEAVY MACHINERY MECHANIC
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Steve Monroe works as a tractor -
trailer mechanic for Rapid Ways Truck
Leasing Conipany in St. Louis Park, Minne-
sota. A member of the Red Lake Chippewa
Band, he was born in Minneapolis. He at-
tended public school in St. Louis Park. Af-
ter spending four years in the Navy, Steve
began vocational training in heavy construc-
tion equipment mechanics at the Dakota
County Area VOcational Technical Institute.
tie completed the.

He
to become a cer-

tified mechanic. e now lives in Minneapolis
with his wife and.Joung son. When he is not
working, Steve enjoys auto racing,
swimming, and hunting.

What Do You Do As A Tractor-Trailer
Mechanic? What Is A Typical Day Like?

My day consists of surveying tractors
to make sure they are safe for the road-
ways. I repair minor problems. The biggest
part of my job is trouble shooting. If some-
thing does not work right, I have to figure
out the cause of the problem. guess you
could call me a truck doctor. I also have to
do paperwork. I keep a record of the work
do on each tractor. I record what went into
each repair and the lmount of time ! spent
on i t
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What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career As A Tractor-Trailer
Mechanic?

I like being able to take something'
broken, fix it, and get it going again. I also
like tht. Ark atmosphere. I like the people

work with and I am always busy. I have to
nake a lot of. decisions and my boss trusts
My judgment. I have to figure out how to
make repairs without a lot of extra expense
to the company. What I don't like about my
job is having to work outdoors in cold and
rainy weather conditions. These are not
what you would call ideal conditions for
work.

What Kind of Education Or Training Did
You Need For This Career?

For this kindeof work it is best to
have a high school diploma. Then it is im-
portant to have vocational training to get a
foot in the door. The training I had was in
heavy construction equipment but I switched
over to tractor-trailer repair because it was
easier to find work in this area and the jobs
were not so seasonal. My vocational train-
ing didn't teach me everything I have to
know in the work I do now. The training I

got helped me to understand what is going
on, but 1 learnedila lot through experience.

Are Tractor-Trailer Mee' Anics In Demand?
Do You Have Any Advice For Someone
Looking Into Your Career?

There are always jobs in this area.
Some of the positions are advertised and
others are unadverti4ed. Depending on how
hard a person wants to look, there are jobs
available. My advice for sorpeoi e looking
into my career would be to make sure this
kind of work is what you want. If you don't
enjoy working with tnachfhery, then it is not
the career to go into. You have to have a
good strong back, you have to get dirty and
greas!,, and you have to be able to stay on
your feet for long periods. Sometimes you
almost have to be a contortionist in order
to make the repairs you have to make.

How Did You Get into Your Career?

I really wasn't sure- what I wanted to
do when I got out of the Navy. When I was
still in the Navy, on a visit home, I 'stopped
ii to talk with my old high school coun-
selor. He showed me the courses that were
offered at Dakota County Area Vocational
Technical Institute and they looked inter-
esting. I enrolled in vocational training be-
fore I got out of the Navy, and I began
taking classes as soon as I got out.
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When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A Tractor-Trailer Mechanic?

I decided to try out this career when
my old high school counselor brought it up
as a possibility. This career sounded inter-
esting to me.

Would You Encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career Field?

Yes, I would encourage others. It is a
good paying field and the hours are fair.
When a person starts out in this field, how-
ever, the work may be seasonal at first
depending on whether you work on heavy
equipment or tract° -trailers.

What Are Some Chan s Going On In This
Career Field?.

I think trucking is always going to be
around. Food and other materials and re-
sources are always going to have to be
transported. Knowing how to repair trucks
is a specialized kind of skill, and there are
not that many people out there who know
how to do it.

What Is The Salary Like And What Are The
Benefits Like in Your Career Area?

The starting salary can be from about
15,000 to 25,000 dollars per year.
Tractor-trailer mechanics,. depending on the
company they work for, also get medical,
dental and retirement benefits. There are
paid holidays and sick leave as long as a
person doesn't abuse the sick leave privi-
leges.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your Career Field?

From the position of mechanic, a per-
son can go into sales or into management,
such as becoming the foreman. If a person
can handle these jobs, the pay increases,
especially in the sales area.

To become the kind of mechanic I am
requires a good mechanical aptitude. If a
young person is interested in this career, it
will help to take shop classes in high
school, such as welding, metal working and
small engine repair. If you are Indian and a
member of a federally recognized tribe, you
can also get financial help from your tribe
to go through vocational training. My ca-
reer is very satisfying to me. I think of
myself as a professional and I take pzide in
,ny work.
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Buyer
The Buyer or Purchasing Agent lo-

cates, compares, selects, and purchases
volume goods for an employer. Buyers pur-
chase items for wholesale or retail resale,
whereas purchasing agents buy items for
the use of a Eirm. Buyers are interested in
the profitable resale of goods, while pur-
chasing agents 'are interested in findihg
quality goods on a timely basis for the
least cost. This category of worker exam-
ines the istarket through careful study,
forecasting purchasing trends, general eco-
nomic conditions, and buying patterns of
customers; determines the type of
financing or terms of sale; and makes
arrangements for the delivery of the goods.

Buyers and purchasing agents need
good judgement to make purchasing deci-
sions. They also need good verbal, analyt-
ical, and numerical abilities to handle ne-
gotiations, to study prices and trends, and
to formalize sales and shipping. Buyers
must like attending meetings and trade
shows, and learning what motivates and
attracts customers. Purchasing agents must
have a high degree of technical knowledge,
and like business contact with wholesalers,
shippers, and executives of their own firm.

Extensive experience, .a college de-
gree in a related area, or both, may be
required, of entry level buyers and purchas-
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ing agents. The-buyer d purchasing agent
may enter as a trainee with considerable
experience in related functions, but is also

likely, to have completed college course-
work or a two or four year degree in mer-
chandising, retailing, or purchasing. The
purchasing agent may also have training or
a degree 4n a technical area such as engi-
neering. /Trainees are usually highly. super-
vised, but are held accountable for any
purcasing decisions they make.
Experienced purchasing agents can take
four examinations to gain recognition for.
their experience and education. Passing
these examinations results in gaining the
title of Certified Purchasing Manager. In
the public sector, specific combinations of
experience and testing result in being des-
ignated as a Professional Public Buyer or
as a Certified Public Purchasing Officer.

The median 1984 salary for buyers
and purchasing agents in the Twin Cities
area was $1912 per month. Those starting
out as trainees can expect to earn from
$17,000 to $20,000 per year. The lowest
25% of workers in this field in the Twin
Cities earn an average of $1590 per month.
Buyers are likely to be paid in a narrower
range than_ purchasing agents, who may
start at a lower rate of pay but can also
attain higher salaries than many buyers.
Employers of buyers include retail trade,
63%, and wholesale trade, 37%. Purchasing
agents are hired by all sectors of employ-
ment, with 67% working for manufacturers
and 11% in services.

MAR3ORIE GYSLAND
BUYER HONEYWELL,

INCORPORATED

Marjorie Gysland is a buyer for the
Defense Systems Division of Honeywell,
Incorporated. Her office is located at the
Distribution Center in New Hope, Minnesota.
She has been employed at Honeywell for the
past 12 years. Of Chippewa descent, she
was born in Cass Lake, Minnesota. When
she was still quite young her parents moved
to the Twin Cities. Marjorie attended St.
Louis Park Public Schools and after gradua-
tion, she received training to become a cos-
metologist. Later, she took courses in busi-
ness administration at the University of
Minnesota and a buyer development course
at Mankato State University. In add: :on to
her work as a buyer, Marjorie serves as a
representative of the American Indian Con-
cerns Committee of Honey*ell, Inc. This
committee is composed of employees of
American Indian descent. With three young
children, Marjorie has little time to spend
on hobbies or special interests. She does
have an active interest in Indian education
and she keeps informed about new develop-
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menus and progra413 t i the field. During rare
inoini..nts of lei ;ura time, she enjoys singing
and playing the guitar.

What Do You Do As A Buyer? What Is, A
---:=Typical Day Like?

I place orders for different depart.
meats at Honeywell. These purchase orders
include military hardware, non-metalic raw
materials and heat shnnIca mble items. I expe-
dite, check on orders and follow-lip to make
sure orders are delivered. If orders don't
arrive on time, the work of different pro-
grams is held up. I do a lot of estimating of
costs and bidding of items I purchase. As a
buyer 1 have to do, a lot of negotiating of
prices and I have to know the laws regard-.
mg government contracts and purchasing. I
also do quite ,a bit of paperwork and I have
to know how to till out each kind of form
and the areas to fill out. Much of my work
takes place by telephone; and sometimes I

feel like my ear is glued to the phone. I
have to make calls and talk with suppli
all over the, country. Right now, I am al
serving as chairman of the Winning Edge
Committee. This is an incentive program
designed to help motivate departments to be
more productive. I sometimes help organize
special events such as retirement partiest)
and picnics.

What Do You Like Best And Le* About
Your Career?

What I like best about my job is that
it involves a lot of variety. My work is
never routine. I also like working with peo-
ple. What I like least is the stress associs
ated with my job. Problems always come up
and I have to help solve these 'problems in,
order to please different programs. The
problems and conflicts are a part of my job.

What Kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need To Become A Buyer?

Ideally, a person in my position should
have a college degree, preferably in some-
thing- like .business or engineering. my.
case, I qualified as a buyer because I had
.both on the job training and experience ir
this area. I started here as a file clerk,
then as a purchasing clerk, then associate
buyer and finally, buyer. I took. courses, at
Honeywell in negotiations, accounting, gov-
ernment contracts, quality control, procure-
ment planning and cost and price analysis.

Arg Buyers For Corporations In Demand? Do
You Have Any Advice For Someone Looking
Into Your Career?

Yes, the posit of buyer for corpo;
rations is to demand. Last year, Honeywell 27
hired jute a few people, especiAlly people
who have engineering backgrounds. My ad-
vice for someqie looking into my career is
that you have to Ikave patience in this kind
of work. Patience is necessary in dealir .
with many different. people and problems.
How Did You Get Into Your Carter?

I just went in and applied for my first
position. I was hired .the same day. I was
originally hired as a file clerk.. Ther the
company paid for the schooling and training
I needed to work my way up to the position
-I. now- have.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A Buyer?

I applied for the buyer position when
it opened up. By that time I had enough
training and experience to know I could
handle it. I was one of the first people
chosen when Honeywell created the associ-
ate buyer level. Actually, I was doing much
of the kind of work I do now already.
Would You Encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career Field?

Yes, I would encourage others if they
_think they could handle the stress that goes
along with the position of buyer. My job is
fun and I have fun negotiating purchases to
get the best lea] for the company and all
of therthallenges of the job.

What Are Some Changes Going On In Your
Career Field?

When I first started at Honeywell,
buyers were not particularly important. Now
it is a key position and we are being looked
at as professionals. Buyers are becoming
more important because corporations like
Honeywell are doing les., manufacturing and
more sub-contracting out. Our company is
put in a position of having to be more and
more competitive. This means that the man-
ufacturing end of the business Ices place
where the costs .are lowest e trends
increase the importance buyers in
companies.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
Your:Career Field?

There are several different kinds of
advancement possibilities. First of 'all, there
are different levels of buyers. There are

,also supervisors, managers and directors.
From the position of buye you can also go
into the production or marketing end of the

.business. There e many opportunities to
move around in the company on several
different 'eve's.
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Computer Systems
Analyst

The Systems Analyst develops
methods . of data processing to solve
problem's in business, science, research, and
other areas of application. Systems
analysts write charrw and diagrams to
assist programmers users of programs
in Understanding how a particular program

--has -been written, _avadifie4, -or should- be
used. They may also do cost analysis for
-ustomers of existing or proposed computer
;ystema; set up methods for testing and
de-bugging programs and procedures; and
develop operating systems appropriate to
the applications, environment, and hard-
ware of the computer system. Many
systems analysts are given a problem ex-
pected to be solved by computerization,
and work closely with scientists or business
people to find a data method that. will in
fact solve the problem.

C

Systems analysts need analytical
ability and technical knowledge in
computer programming and a fielcVatah as
finance, engineering, mathematics,
business, or management. They must like
working with and communicating technical
data, and working with computers. All sys-
tems analysts have extensive experience
programming, computers, and will need to
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operate computers from time to time. lne
need to meet deadlines and thy degree of
responsibiity can result in some stress and
tension, which the systems analyst mast be
able to cope with. Most systems analysts
work in urban areas, and generally are not
required to travel as aibcondition of their
employment, although &Jew employers may
require this.

Most systems analysts have a college
degree, but not always in a computer
related area. Some may have two years of
programming. courses in conjunction with a
degree in science, business, or math. Also
important is at least several years
experitonce as a computer programmer.
Over half of entry level systems analysts
are' former programmers. Local vocational
and technical schools offer certificate
dograms in computer progratO ming, and
area colleges grant degrees in computer
science. However,. knowledge of and
experience in, programming languages,
opetrating systems-, and data base
management are more i portant than most
degrees in this field.

e Entry level syst analysts earned
a median salary of $2396 per month in the
Twin Cities in 1984. Those working as
computer operators in the -Twin Cities
earned an average of $1400 per month,
while programmdrs earned an average of
$1629 per month. Employers include
manufacturing, 59%, finance, 10%, services,
14%, and all others 17%.
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JOHN HUNTER
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST

John Hunter works for the Sperry
Corporation in St. Paul.as a systems ana-
lyst. In the computer industry, a systems
analyst is the next step. or level beyond the
position of computer programmer. Before
accepting this position, John had a great
deal of experience as a computer program.:
mer. A member of the Winnebago and Creek

..114e, tribes, John was born in Phoenix, Arizona
on May 20, 1937. When he was growing up,
he attended public schools in Wichita, Kan-
sas. After graduation from high school, he
enrolled in classes at Wichita State Univer-
sity. From Wichita State, he received a
Bachelor of Arts degree in mathematics. He
is currently working on a Master of Busi-
ness Administration degree from the College
of St. Thomas in St. Paul.

In addition to his full time job, John
is serving as Chairman of the Indian Health
Board. In his leisure time, he does a lot of
running. He participates in a variety of dis-
tances _from the three mile run to mara-
thons. In 1981, he took part in the famous
Boston Marathon. John also enjoys
cross-country skiing and dancing at
pow-wows.

What Do You Do As A Systems Analyst?
What Is A Typical Day Like?

I work with other programmers to
help the people wtIo buy our computer
equipment with the problems they have in
using the 'equipment. If users are having a
software (programming) problem, they call a
number in Roseville or St. Paul for help. If
the problem is in the area of communica-
tions, they call me because this is my area
of expertise. I diagnose the computer prob-

s !ern. To help me identify and correct the
problem, I use programs within the data
base to match user problems with general
problems thati arise in computer program-
ming. Sometimes problems come up that are
unique to the program of the user. In this
case, I rely on my general background in

computers to help bsolve the problem. In
problem solving, my wide background and
knowledge of computer software has been
very useful to me.

What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

I find my work as a systems analyst Jn
the computer industry to be very chat-
lenging. It is an always changing field with

new products and new materials to keep up
with, to learn about and to understand.
also like the dpportunity I get to move
around in the company. This opportunity is
important to me because I don't like to stay
in one .position for too long. What l like
least about my career is that as a systems
analyst, I am always dealing with problems
in computer software and never with the
more positive side of the industry. This can
be frustrating at tinit-, hecluse 1 realize I

get a slanted view of what is going on in
the field.

What Kind Of .Education Or Training Did
You Need To Become A Computer
Programmer/Systems Analyst?
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Today, most schools in the Twin
Cities area offer a computer science de-
gree. When I was starting out, this degree
was not widely available. With a degree in
math, I had to pound the pavement to get
jmy first job. I started out working as a
computer operator and worked my way up in
the computer field. Even today, it is diffi-
cult to start out as a programmer or sys-
tems analyst. Someone interested in my ca-
reer may have to begin as a computer or
key-punch operator. Having a degree in
computer science helps, but the degree
alone does not guarantee that a person will
be good at programming or even happy in
this career. Direct experience is the best
,vav of finding out.

Are Systems Analysts/Computer Program-
mers in Demand? Do You Have Any Advice
For Someone Looking Into Your Career?

There is a good market for systems
analysts and computer programmers in the
Twin Cities area. Tirse positions are in

demand now and they \pprobably will be for
quite some time. Thos looking into a pro-
gramming career shouldlnot worry about the
level at which they start out. The important
thing is to get a foot in the door, and get
that first job. Then with a solid job, no
matter what it is, it is possible to move
around in a company or with otbr com-
panies.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

I originally worked with the software
- that was being developed by computer

users. One of .friv es s gn mi np was to help
write and mamtalar a compute based payroll
system for Houston ,Lightin and Power
Company. After working in the area of user
software, I decided 1 would like to know
more about the software needS of computer
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manufacturers. This interest led me to the
Twin Cities where I began working for a
company in the data processing field.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A -Computer Programmer/Systems'
Analyst?

1 have always wanted td work with
computers. When I first became involved,
there was no such thing as a computer sci-
ence degree. So -I used my background in
mathematics to work my, way into a compit-
er programming career.

Would You Encourage "Other People To GO
Into The Computer Field?

Yes. It is quite an exciting career. A
systems analyst is a general term. that com-
panies use for -what can turn out to be
many different kinds of specialized careers.
With the expansion going on in the comput-
er field, a person can create their own kind
of career.

What Are Some Of The Changes Going On
In Your Career Area?

There is the new, field of artificial
intelligence. This involves computers -that
can actually go through a decision making
process. The company I work for is begin-
ning to look into this new development.
There is also the micro-chip industry, which
is responsible for the number of home com-
puters that are now available. There are,
other new developments, byt my job is more
concerned with -the maintenance of comput7
er software already being used.

What Is The Salary Like In Your Career
Field?

With a degree in computer science, a
person can start out with ab annual salary
of eighteen to twenty thousand dollars.
With increased experience in the field, the
salary can go up.

30
What Are The Advancement Possibilities for
Computer Programmers And Systems
Analysts?

In the company that I work for, pro-
grammers an analysts can break into man-
agement posnions. Those with highly techni-
cal knowledge can help make managemeth
decisions. They car also go into marketing
products, they can help write proposals, or
they can go into the field and hell, maintain
user software. Even if a person chooses to
stay in a particular position, he or she is
eligible for salary increases. From thesposi-
min I now have, I would like to move into
the area of marketing.

I have a career where there are few
other Indian people. I would like to see
more Indian people get into my career field
because I think it is something they would
enjoy. While there are job frustrations,
there are also financial rewards and the
reward of mental stimulation. My career is
very satisfying to me. .

"There is a good market for

systems analysts and computer

programmers in the Twin Cities area.

These positions'are in demand now and

they probably will be for quite some
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Radio_ Broadcaster
reer is and important, doing well
on auditions that provide samples of one's
work is equally as 'important. Despite the
drawbacks of working in a fast-paced, high
pressure environment, and long, and irreg-
ular hours, many individuals working in
these careers feel. that the challenges, in-
teresting assignments, and excitement of
working in broadcast media greatly out-
weigh the disadvantages.

A liberal arts education combined
with a broadcast journalism degree pro-
vides good training for prospective an-
nouncers. Another option is completion of
a vocational school program in radio/TV
broadcasting. Courses that provide needed
background, kclude English, speech, drama,
and electroviks. Schools can help irrange
part-time employment or summer intern-
ships, and volunteer experience working in
radio or television can provide training and
experience that can help in competing for
entry level positions.

Announcers and newscasters give
on-the-air presentations of news, weather,
sports, and ,c1mmercials; conduct inter-
views; report on features and hard news
stories; and ad-lib, commentary. They often
specialize in a particular type of program-
ming, doing research and writing .copy on
that specialty. Most announcer* at radio
stations are disc jockeys, who play record-
ed music. AC8111811 radio stations, announ-
cers may also Operate the control board,
write both commercial and news copy, and
sell commercial time to advertisers. Large
radio stations have more specialized on-
the-air personnel nd larger broadcast
production teams.

Television has specialized on-the-air
personnel in the persons of anchors, re-
porters, and news analysts, or coalmen-
tatois. The anchors, or newscasters, read
news and introduce videotapes prepared by
news reporters. Reporters follow up on
leads and current news events, often
broadcasting directly from the scene. Com-
mentators interpret and discuss current
events and issues. Television has Larger
broadcast production teams than radio,
with major metropolitan area television
stations the largest of all;, producers, di-
rectors, camera operators, graphic arts
specialists, and broadcast technicians are
all needed to provide the final product as
seen at home.

Announcers and newscasters need to
have well-modulated
voices, good
ability to meet tig
within exacting and

ng
and pleasant sounding
and delivery, and an
deadlines and perform
demanding schedules.

While education and training for this ca-
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Nation-'wide in 1980, announcers and
newscasters in small radio stations earned
an average of $150 -$160 per week. Pay is '
considerably higher in TV than in radio,
and in large stations rather than small.
Opportunities are better for entry level
positions in radio than in television, and in
small markets rather than large. Announce- .'*:
rs typically begin in small stations, and
after several years experience, move up to
better paying positions in large stations.
With improvements and expansions in m-
munications technology, more opportu -es
are expected for announcers and newsc st-
ern, but this will remain a highly competi-
tive career to enter.



BOB METOXEN
RADIO BROADCASTER

Rob Metoxen is d radio news anchor
and reporter for the Minnesota News Net-
work in the Twin Cities. He is of
Oneida-Chippewa descent. He was born on
September 10, 1954 in Siren, Wisconsin.
When he was growing up, he attended public
schools "in Grantsburg, Wisconsin. To further
his education, he enrolled in classes at
Northwestern College- in Roseville, Minne-
sota and Brown Institute of Minneapolis. In
1973, he received his broadcasting certifi-
cate from Brown. Bob truly enjoys his work
in radio broadcasting. In fact, he cannot
think of anything he would rather do. In his
leisure hours, he collects sports parapherna-
lia and attends sporting events. He particu-
larly enjoys Minnesota Twins baseball and
North Star hockey games. He has always had
a secret ambition to become' a slcy diver.
Finally, in 1931-82, he took up the sport.
Even though he admits he is somewhat
afraid of heights, he has made six jumps and
tie plans on making more.

What Do You Do As A Radio Broadcaster?
What, is A Typical Day Like?

The Minnesota News Network is a di-
vision of Minnesota Public Radio. The sta-
tion distributes newscasts seven days a
week to 40 stations in the state. it also has
affiliated stations in North and South Dako-
ta. In addition to newscasts, the station airs
farm market reports, sportscasts, and spe-
cial events. My job is to gather, write and

1, broadcast the news. On a typical day, the
Governor might hold a news conference. I

would (over and tape the conference. Then
I cut tape and use portions of it for my
radio broadcast. On a typical day, I might
also write up other news stories and put
them on the air. The news segment I am
responsible for is five minutes long. In this
period of time I can cover several news sto-
ries. These may include a political story, a
crime story or a natural disaster somewhere
inthe state. If a story breaks out-state, the
affiliated stations supply this information to
my station by phone. I often interview peo-
ple by phone. I tape record the conversa-
tions and then use portions of each inter-
view for the newscasts.

What Do You Like Best And. Least About
Your Career?

enjoy my career as a radio broad-
caster tremendously. As a radio news person
I get a ihanCe to use the talents and abili-
ties- that I have. I love the diversity and
excitement of my work. A broadcasting ca-

reer, however, does require long and irregu-
lar hours. It is not unusual for int to begin
covering ft story at six or seven in the
morning and wrap up the story around mid-
night. But for me, the long and irregular
hours are not a job handicap. each week my
duties are a bit different and I can schedule
my other plans around my work hours. For
me, the benefits of a broadcasting career
far outweigh the problems.

What Kind Of Education Or Training Do
You Need For A Career In Radio Broadcast-
ing? Did Your Training Prepare You For
What You Actually Do?

got my basic training in broadcast-
ing at Brown Institute in Minneapolis.
Brown of i very thorough and excellent
program. Students are given a great deal of
individual attention. Another path toward a
broadcasting career is to go to college and
major in the field of broadcast journalism.
It is also possible for someone to work their
way up into broadcasting. The most impor-
tant ability a person needs to have is to be
able to talk into a microphone and sound
intelligent. This skill, also requires a good
reading ability. For news broadcasting in
particular it is important to have a good
background in English,,history and current
events. The training" I got at Brown was
very good. But i found I learned a great
deal more on the job in a very short period
of time.
Are Radio Broadcasters In Demand? Do You
Have Any Advice For Someone Looking Into
Your Career?

IP

Radio broadcasters are always in
demand. In addition to the constant turn-
over of personnel in radio, there are many
different kinds of jobs available in radio
and TV. There are newscasters, commercial
copywriters, those who record commercials,
sportscasters, sales persons and many other
positions. People who are intelligent, who
have good voices, and who have creative
fflifILLS are ahv in demand. To get into
this career, a per on has to be prepared to
work from the bottom up. They cannot ex-
pect to have the top job right away. I
worked for radio stations in small towns for
six years before I had a chance to work at
a station in the Twin Cities. It takes effort
and experience to advance in the field.
There are exceptions, but generally one has
to be patient and work up to the better
positions. My advice to someone interested
in a broadcasting career is to set your mind
to it. This means keeping at it, being cre-
ative and doing something different than
the next person. It is also important to be
nice to people and have a good attitude.
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What Are Some Of The Changes Going On
In The Field Of Radio Broadcasting?

Right now, there- is an opportunity for
people to specialize in certain areas of
broadcasting. Whea 1 was atWrowr. Insti-
tute, the training was more generalized.
Now there is greater specialization taking
place in the training. It is a wide. open ca-
reer field, and broadcasters are needed now
more than ever before.

What Is The Salary Like In Your Field?

The salary range can be quite, vari-
able. Barbara Walters, for example, makes
two million dollars a year. When someone
first starts out in broadcasting, they can
expect to make around twelve thousand dol-
lars a year. In mid-sized cities, the salary
range for broadcasters can be from twenty
to forty thousand dollars a year. In very
large cities, such as Los Angeles or New
York, the salaries, especially in TV broad-
casting, can he over forty thousand dollars
a year. If a person is good at broadcasting,
he/she will do alright in the long run.

ti

What Are The Advancement Possibilities In
A Broadcasting Career?

Nearly everyone has to start at the
bottom of the career ladder in broadcasting.
There are good chances to advance, how-
ever,. If a person does their job, whatever it
is, and has a good attitude, the advance-
(rn nt possNlities are very good.
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How Did You Get Into Your Carter?

My career choice came somewhat' by
accident. I was a senior in high school and I
still didn't really know what i wanted to do
with my life. etvent to see my high school
counselor one day and he had a set of ca-
reer brochures on his desk. One was from
Brown Institute. This brochure hid a cover
picture of a man on the air playing records.
I said, "This is what I want to do." The
counselor took the brochure away and told
me I didn't really want this. Fortunately, I
didn't listen and a few months later I was

on. the air in my. hometown. if a person
really wants to do something, he or she
should go after it and not let anyone stand
in the way.

Would You Encourage Other People To
Choose A Radio Boadcasting career?

Definitely yes! The broadcasting field
is the greatest secret in the world. I love

what I do and I actually get paid to do

what I love. Both radio and TV broadcasting
are wide open fields. With the advent of
cable, TV is expanding and there are more
and more radio stations. Tribes arevialso
starting their own stations and they too are
looking for trained broadcasters.

a radio news person, I get a chance to use the

talents and abilities that I have. I love the diversity and

excitement of my work...For me the be

career far outweigh the problems..."

its of a broadcasting
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'Health Promotions Coordinator
Public relations workers deal with

consumer and community relations, organ-
izational and political ,campaigns, interest-
group representation, and recruitment;
write press releases, pamphlets, brochures,
and booklets; and research and gather infor-
mation. They make presentations at com-
munity organizations and schools, arrange
meetings and conventions, and prepare
materials for publication. They contact
media representatives from print, radio,
and television to provide information for
broadcast or print. Many newspaper
articles and radio or television annoalice-
ments originate from the public relations
worker, often on public issues such as the
environment, safety., health, or nutrition.

Creativity, initiative,, and excellent
written and verbal communication skills are
necessary for success in the communica--
tions field. Important personality charac-
teristics of public relatiuns, workers and
broadcasters are self-confidence, extrover-
sion, and knowledge of human behavior.
Individuals in these careers often work
irregular schedules, and need to adapt to
working extra hours or during evenings and
weekends. Broadcasting and public
relations are highly competitive
occupations to enter, and prospects are
best for those with some media experience
and solid academic preparation.

A college degree in journalism,
speech, communications, public relations,

I.
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NI% advertising, or radio/TV broadcasting, com-
bined with practical Zxperie'nce, is optimum
preparation for someone wanting to enter
publia relations or broadcast journalism.
Some firms prefer to hire college graduates
for public relations positions with back-
grounds related to a firm's business. Public
relations and journalism are closely related
fields, and in fact, many public relations
workers began their' careers as journalists.
Schools can help arrange part-time employ-,
ment or summer internships, and volunteer
experience writing for a school publication
or working in radio or television Gan pro-
vide training and experience that can help
in competing,for entry level positiond.

As of 1982, the public relations
worker in the Twin Cities could expect to
start in a pOsition at a college, non-profit
agency, or large ad agency at About
$10,000 to $14,000 per year. With
successful experience, the public relations
worker will earn much more. Median
salaries for,. experienced workers ranged
from $30,000 in hospitals to $50,000 in
public relations firms. Twin Cities
employers include P.R. firms, 34%;
manufacturing, 29%; trade, 14%; finance,
8%; and government, 52. Those beginning
as public information specialists with the
Federal Government start at a higher
salary than private sector employees.
Salaries for experienced workers are
highest with corporations.
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CARC9LEIE FRANCIS
HEALTH PROMOTIONS COORDINATOR

TV PRODUCER AND CO-HOST

C olee Francis is an Oneida .wo
She was rn on April 28, 1957 in Greets
Bay, Wit, sin. She graduated from Shawa-
no High School and received her Bachelor of
Science 'degree from thP.- University of
Minnesota in Speech Communications. She

works as a health promotions coordinator
for the Minneapolis Indian Health Board.
Her job entails the promotion of wellness in
the clinic and the community. In additton.
Carolee serves as a producer and co-host of
the' TV show Madagimo. Madagimo, which
means "messenger" in the Chippewa tan-

, guage, is an Indian pliblic affairs program
aired on Sunday mornings on WTCN-TV. She
consider both her jobs as a part of her
careeei in the communications field. In her
leisure nine, Carolee enjoys racquetball,
dancing, going to musicals and -fishing.

What 'Do You Do As A Health Promotions
Coordinator? What Is A Typical Day Like?

My job elttailS anything from writing,
photography alizitigraphic production of bro-
chures to annual reports, news releases,
mailings,. invitations and the monthly
in-house newsletter. The newsletter includes
tips about nutrition, exercise, services being
offered at the clinic and dental hygiene.
The brochures that I produce are usually for
specific departments within the Indian
Health Board. I also teach arf exerc....e class
every week, open to employees and the com-
munity. Sdmetimes I am involved in special
projects; for example, last summer an exer-
cise class was introduced at the Anderson
Summer School program. We will be
continuing that class again this year.

What Do You Do As A Producer And
Co-Host. Of A TV Show?

I do a portion of the shows that are
aired, especially when the shows are health
related. Our upcoming show is going to be a
cooking show? For this topic will be a
new experience. Ge erally, I get guests and
visuals for the upco ing shows. I look for
people who have ideas to discuss, and
sometimes, community people ask to be on
the show. They ask to be interviewed 'when
they are promoting an upcoming community
event or an Indian program they want the
community to know about.

What Do You Like Best And Least About 35
Your Career?

What I like best about my career is

that I always have omething different to
do. One minute I ty 1;e cooking a lun-
cheon, and the next minute I am at the
printer's office arranging for a brochure to
be printed. No day is ever the same. What
don't like is that sometimes my cane
become very hectic, and I would love to
back and watch it all go by.

What Kind of Education Or Training D
You Need For Your Career?

I do have a college degree in speech
communications. .But in terms of the job I
have now, I think my training and experi-
ence has been very important. I have had a
couple of internships. I worked for the Sky-
way Freeway Newspaper as an editor for
part of the entertainment section, and I

also interned for Storer Cate. At one time
I wrote commercials for an\ ABC affiliate
station. This sparked my interest in getting
a degree in the media field. My college
degree helped me get my job but I think my
work experience weighed equally. TV sta-
tions and advertising agencies really look at
what a person has done in addition to what
kind of education he or she has.

Are Health Promotion Coordinators In
Demand?

I have noticed that more and more
hospitals and clinics are deveLoping public
relations positions within their health
organizations, since hospitals and other
health organizations are moving more in the
direction of preventative medicine. The idea

'is that the more the community knows and
understands concerning health, the better
importing effect it will have.

Are TV Producers And Co-Hosts In Demand?
This is an espetially tough area to

get into as a career. It is very competitive
and difficult to break into. For a career in
TV, you have to pay your dues and start at
the bottom; it takes time to climb up the
ladder.
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Do You Hay* Any Advice For Someone
Looking Into Your Career?

I would say that if a person is in col-
lege, he or she should get as many kinds of
job related experiences as possible. These
experiences can include working for adver-
astng agencies, a small cable station, or in

,a newspaper setting. Because of the previ-
ous job experiences I had in these areas, it
has enabled me to be very flexible in my
job.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

ON of the reasons I think the Indian
Health Board hired me was because I had
three years of college training towards be
coining airegistered nurse. So I have had
some medical background along with prac-
tical experiences in print production and
TV. By having this background it makes it
easier for me to translate medical jargon
into layman's language.

When Did You Decide You Wer4 Going To
Become A Health Promotion Coordinator?

I think I decided whet they offered
me the "position. I have been here for about
a year and a half now. I have been
co-hosting Madagimo since 'last November.

Would You Encourage Others To Choose
Your Career Field?

Yes. It's great! I like being able to be
with lots of people. I enjoy the constant
change in my activities, and I don't mind
every persisting deadline.

36
What Are Some Changes Going On In Your
Career Field?

* One of the biggest changes is that
health agencies are beginning to advertise
their services. Hospitals, clinics, chemical
dependency treatment centers and other
health agencies are advertising in news-
papers, on TV or radio. These agencies are
looking for people in positions such as mine
who have a health background and a media
background as well. can project a posi-
tive image of the agency and their services
to the public. I would say that one of the
biggest changes is that .people in my field
are going to be in greater demand in the
future.

What Is The Salary Like And What Are The
Benefits Like In Your Career Field?

For a person in my position, the
salary can range between 14,000 and 19,000
dollars per year. Most people would start
out at the lower end of the salary scale.
The medical and dental benefits are very
guild at my job. My husband and I have use
of all services offered at the clinic. My
position as producer and co-host of
Madagimo is a volunteer position.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities
Like In Your Career Field?

If a person in oy position works for a
large ccrporate health service agency, he or
she hair, more options ,in the public relations
area. While I volunteer my services as a TV
co-host and producer, this is one way to get
a foot in the door. If I were looking for a
permanent job in TV, my experience with
Madagimo would certainly help.

n...1 would say that if a person is in college, he or she

should get as many kinds of job-related experiences as possible.

Because of the, previous job experiences I had in these areas, it

has enabled me to be very flexible in my job..."'
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Bus Driver

3Pt

The Bus Driver operates buses to
transport people within or between cities.
Before starting their route, the drivers in-
spect the bus, changing route signs or
making sure that baggage is loaded. He or
she keev report forms and collects tickets
or transfers. As passengers are picked up
at boarding platforms or bus stops, the
driver answers questions and notes the
individual passenger's form of payment.
The driver tries to stay on schedule and
still br alert to traffic and to the needs of
passengers. Intercity drivers help
passengers in loading packages or baggage.
Every driver turns in a report on fares and
mileage at the end of each day or trip. If
engaged in charter bus or intercity driving,
he or she must also submit a report on
hours work and the distances traveled to
meet 73.S. requirements.

Bus drivers need good health,
eyesight, and driving skill. Also, he or she
'oust have tact in dealing with people.
Those who like public contact and routine
tasks, along with an interest in machines,
particularly vehicles, may like this career.
Course completion in English and the com-- pb. bon of a general education are
recom, mended.

Aspiring bus drivers should have a

high schocl education plus some truck or
bus driving experience. A person interested
in this career should investigate the
company requirements at more than one
company. Tests include physical, sight, and
written exams. The exact requirements to
pass depend on the company and federal
regulations. Knowledge of regulations and
a quick grasp of bus schedules require
English proficiency and good testing skills.
For most companies, train; es must estab-
lish successful completion of a training
period and must show that they can follow
the rules, learn routes, fares, and proce-
dures. There may exist a minimum age
requirement of twenty-one years of age or
older, and some form of continuing moni-
toring of emotional stability may be done
by the company after one is hired.

The national average for big city bus
drivers is about-$9.00 an hour. Twin Cities
MTC Drivers have a salary which ranges
from $9.23 an hour to $13.52 per hour. Bus
drivers can work for one of several large
companies or for a smaller independent
charter service, or for a school district. In
the case of bus companies, local companies
make up 73% of hired drivers. Only 3%
work for intercity lines and the other 24%
work for schoob
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ANITA JOAN HOWARD
BUS DRIVER

Anita Howard works as a bus driver
for ale Metropolitan Transit Commission I:1
Minneapolis. A member of the Ojibway na-
tion, she was born in Ponsford, Minnesota
on the White Earth Reservation. She at-
tended high school in South Dakota. Anita
has received vocational training as an air-
craft technician. She began her. training at
Skyline Aviation and completed the program
at the Minneapolis Technical Institute. Her
training qualifies her to inspect and repair
airplanes. When she was accepted for the
position of bus driver with MTC, she went
through additional training sponsored by, the
bus company to qualify as a full time
driver. In her spare time, Anita enjoys read-
ing, bowling, and camping.

What Do You Do As A Bus Driver? What Is
A Typical Day Like?

Depending upon the time am sched-
uled to work, I often get up at four in the
morning in order to arrive at work ten min-
utes before I am scheduled to drive. I drive
to the starting point nd'then begin picking
up customers. Since I am ,a full time driver,

work for eight 'hours at a time. The
paperwork connected with my job consists
of filling out trip sheets;

What Do You Like Burst And Least About
Your Career As A Bus Driver?

MTC. offers first aid training to any-
one. interested in working with Project
Mobility, a division of MTC providing trans-
portottion for the elderly and the physically
handicapped. It's the work I enjoy best. I

was a driver for the senior citizens' centers
in Minrreapolis for the first 5 months I

worked for MTC as a part-time driver. That
was a wonderful job. I had to give it up in
order to become full-time. There really isn't
any part of my job I dislike now, but in the
beginning you have a few doubts. When you
are behind the wheel you represent MTC, so
if some passenger has had a bad. experience
with another bus, or just a bad day alto-
gether, or maybe .;-u're running a few min-
utes late-during roch hour, this person gets
on your bus in this cloud of irritability and
defensiveness, waiting for the last straw,
and of course you give it to him, because
lie's forgotten the extra 15 cents for rush,
hour. I still do main line driving, and even
though I feel I'm not a seasoned driver yet,
it's pretty difficult. for anyone to ruin my
day. All it takes is one time, and you learn
to let go. The majority of your passengers
are very nice.

Would You Encourage Other People To 38
Choose A Bus Driver Career?

I would encourage Native Arnericans
to look into a bus driving career because
the percentage of drivers who are Native

,American is very small. At MTC there are 4
other Indian women in my. position and per-
haps no more than 12 men. The require-
ments to become a bus driver are not that
difficult and it's a good job.

What Are Some Of The Changes Going On
In Your Career Field?

;.MTC is considering light rail transit.
They are experimenting in other states by
putting handicap accessible buses onto the
mainline routes. Project Mobility's budget is
funded by the State of Minnesota in a
legislative mandate to provide low cost
transportation for the elderly and physically
handicapped. Project Mobility provides
45,000 rides per month.

Are Bus Drivers In Demand? Do You Have
Any Advice For Someone Looking Into A
Bus Driving Career?

MTC will specify a day when they
accept applications for new drivers.

These applications can run into the thou-
sands. When they do begin hiring, they will
have kept some of these applications for
their files and that's who will be notified.
To be considered, a good driving record is a
must. A past work history of three years
and a good credit rating are required. It
also helps to have a class B driver's license.
To be a bus driver requires a lot oi..pa-
tience in'dealing with customers. It can be
frustrating. You are actually being screened
during your interview. You are asked your
reactions to hypothetical situations. You
must give your feelings and how you would
handle them. You are given a physical
examination., which includes a hearing and
vision test. You are checked for anything
else that might impair your ability to oper-
ate a bus safely.

How Did You Get Into Your Career As A
Bus Driver?

I originally wanted to work for the
Metropolitan Transit Commission as a bus
mechanic. But I found out that being a bus
-Inver is actually a better position. i got a
job driving a school bus for a time to get
the experience. I have friends who are dri-
vers for Mrk and also a friend who works

12 the graphic arts division. They let me
Wow when the company was accepting
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applications so I went down and applied.
MTC called me a month later and offered
me a. driver position.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Become A Bus Driver?

I had been thinking about becoming a
bus driver for about four years. I drove a
school bus for awhile to get experience so
when I did apply at MTC I was in a better
position to be considered for hiring.
.40
What Kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need for This Career?

The basic requirements are to be able
to read, write and understand English.
Every new driver has to go through a six
week training program sponsored by MTC.
At the end of the training drivers must pass
a 162 question test and score 95% or
better. If they do not score this high, they
go back into training. All drivers have to
learn all the bus routes in the city from the
garage they are assigned. This involves
learning quite a few routes. When
are being trained, they receive a minim
wage, then they go up to the starting
salary.

er

What Is The Salary And What Are The
Benefits Like For An MTC Bus Driver?

The salary and the benefits are both
excellent. Bus drivers for MTC belong to
one of the best unions in the country. In
fact, I think our union is rated third in the
nation. For the position of bus driver, the
starting salary is $9.23 per hour and the top
salary is $13.52 per hour. Drivers get 100%
coverage for health and dental needs, for
eyeglasses, and for personal counseling. Dri-
vers have a pension plan, life insurance
coverage, and we have our own credit
union.

What Are The Advancement Possibilities As
An MTC Bus Driver?

At MTC, drivers can get 100% cover-
age of the costs involved in continuing their
education if their education is in an area
where they can work for the company. In
other areas of education, drivers can get
50% of their educational costs covered. Dri-
vers can also tze considered for management
positions in the company, if qualified. All
openings are posted internally before being
submitted to the general public.

"...To be a bus dttiver requires a

lot of patience in dealing with

customers. It can be frustrating. You

are actually being screened during your

'r*terview. You are being asked your

reactions to hypothetical situations.

You must give your feelings and how

you would handle them.....There isn't

any part of my job I dislike now, but in

the beginning you have a few doubts..."
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Company President
The Company President plans,

develops, and establishes policies and ob-'
jectives of the business organization in'
accordance with board directives or
company charter. He or she plans business
objectives and develops organizational pol-
icies to coordinate functions and
operations between divisions, departments,
and individual employees. He or she may
review activity reports and financial state-
ments to determine progress in attaining
objectives, and then revise objectives in
accordance with current conditions. The
timely review of activities, costs,
operations, and forecast data is done to
determine the progress toward company
goals. He or she may formulate financial
programs to provide funding for new or
continuing operations, to maximize returns
on investments and to increase
productivity. The Company President plans
and develops industrial, labor, and public
relations policies to improve company's
image and relations with customers.

Personal characteristics such as
leadership ability, and a strong internal
sense of direction and motivation are
essential. Both communication skills and
managerial skills are necessary to plan and
implement the objectives of the company.
Ability to plan, coordinate activities, be
persuasive and motivate others are the pri-
mary skills needed to successfully perform
in phis career.

M any different entry paths exist
which may lead to the company president
career. Education and experience require-
ments are not set and vary broadly. Indi-
viduals with as little formal education as
completion of grade school have started
their own companies and become company
president. In contrast, a company president
may have completed a Master's or a doc-
toral degree in any of a number of fields
or majors. The traditional pathway is one
in which completion of formal education in
business management and experience in the
ranks of management lead to the company
president prisition. However, special
interest and knowledge' in a particular
product or field can lead to the beginning
phases of starting a business and assuming
the role of company president.

Salaries or income for a company
president vary with the size, and success
of the company. The income can vary from
just breaking even to a very lucrative
salary level or income. Companies vary
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from the very small, one or two person
operation to the large multi-national
corporation with locations throughout the
world.
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JUANITA OKER
COMPANY PRESIDENT

Juanita Oker is President and owner
of Thunderbird Electronics. Her company,
located in Golden Valley, Minnesota, repairs
and tests electronic assemblies and circuits.
Larger companies utilizing the services of
Thunderbird Electronics include Honeywell,
3M, National Computer Systems, and
Thermo-King. Juanita started her company
in 1981 in the basement of her home. At
that time her shop consisted of one bench
and one shelf for supplies. Since that time
her company has made three moves, each
time to more spacious quarters. She now
concentrates on the production end of the
business while her husband, Tom Roddy,
handles sales management.

Juanita, a member of the White Earth
Chippewa Reservation, is very proud of her
Indian heritage. She is the mother of four
grown children and one daughter still
home. While running a business can often be
stressful and hectic, she finds that there
are also rewards. Recently, she won the
award of Minority Manufacturer of the
Year. Thu award competition included can-
didates from the entire .Midwest region. She
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ticiS been fi;.,atured in newspap,:i. articles and
ire nagazines 4Eie lE (1,, the Minnesota Business
Journal. Although her success in a role un-
usual for a wo;nan has given Juanita a great
deal of publicity, she remain's a very
genuine, warm and friendly person who is
interested in people and who is eager to
help young Indian people to realize their
career potential.

What Do You Do As The President And
Owner Of An Electronics Firm? What Is A
Typical Day Like?

Because we are a small company, I do
just about everything. I usually start out
the day by vacuuming my office. I provide
the my workers need, I do selling, and
I keep up the company books. I plan the
work that needs to be accomplished, set the
pace, and see each job through. I arrange
the pick up and delivery of the parts we
work cn at the firm. I also work out on the
assembly line. I try to schedule my meetings
back to back. This way I can dress in suits
for my meetings, and I can chess in more
comfortable clothing when I work on the
line. I usually have a lot of meetings with
Honeywell representatives and others. You
name it and I do it!

What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

My career has been very rewarding.
There is a lot of work involved in running a
business. I left a very good paying job with
little pressure to start my business.' In the
four years since I started up, my company
has come a long way. While I don't like the
worry and stre s 'that goes along with my
career, I do joy the rewards and the
recognition my. and work has given me. I

was nominated Minority Manufacturer of
the Year and I won for the .whole Upper
Midwest region. I am also going to be the
guest speaker for the Indian Business Devel-
opment Conference this year. So,there are
lots of rewards and my husband is very
supportive.

What Kind Of Education Or Training Did
You Need For Your Career?

I think a hands on approach to elec-
tronics is probably best. I had a background
in electronics and I have seen working in
this area since. I was seventeen years old. I

would suggest that anything a person can do
to learn more about electronics and about
running a business will help. Learning about
accounting and business management in col-
lege or vocational school will also help.

This summer I am planning to go to manage-
ment school to improve my own skills in this
area.

Is The Service Your Company Provides In

Demand? Do Yon Have Any Advice For
Sdmeone Looking Into Your Career?

Basically, we sell a service to other
companies. We take a product and do a por-
tion of the work on it. We often pick up
the product, do the work on it, and deliver
it back to the company. Whatever we are
asked to do on a product, we do it. Given
our success, I think -the kind of service we
sell is in demand. My advice for someone
looking into my career is to think twice
before going into it because it is a lot of
worry. It takes money to get a business
started and there are always worries about
having enough cash flow.

0'
Now Did You Get Into Your Career?

Before I got into my career, J was
married, had five kids, was divorced and I
had to live on public assistance for thirteen
years to survive and support my kids. I

really got tired of sitting home so one day I
went to,a nearby hearing aid company and
asked for a job. I told the man I was good
at electronics work and he believed me. I
was hired and I asked a lot of questions
until I felt I could really do the work. Then
I gcit a higher paying job at another hearing
aid company. I worked for the company for
nine years. One day I decided I could do the
kind of work I was doing for the company in
my own basement. So I started out and one
month later I was asked to build circuit
boards. My company has now moved three
times in three years. Each time we needed
more space. The. Honeywell Company has
helped me out a great deal. They provide
technical assistance when I need it and they
have been very good to me.

When Did You Decide You Were Going To
Start Out Your Own Electronics Firm?

I started my own business in May of
1981. By June 1st of that year I moved into
my first shop.

Would You- Encourage Other People To
Choose Your Career Field?

Yes. But I think the best thing some-
one can do who is interested in running
their own business is to go to school and
stay in school. It is really best to get an
education first and then try out a career.
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What Are Some Changes Going On In Your
Career Field?

I think I really picked the right field
to go into. A career in electronics is going
iii,where but up. There are going to be cir-
cuit boards and wire harnesses. in every-
thing. Many big companies also have a corn -
mitment to minority businesses. They must
give a percentage of their work to minority
contractors. So I think the future demand
for the kind of business I am in is very
good.

Is It Profitable To Rune Your Own Business?
Can Someone Make A Living This' VW

After four years of operation, my
company is just breaking even. But I think
this next year is going to be the year that
the company really turns a profit. The com-
pany is getting .nore publicity and we have
a good track record. Our customers know
that we can do the job and that we can
complete the- work on time. So once our
reputation is firmly established, I think we
will make a profit. Realistically, however,
most small business s do ,not get off the
ground in the first f years,: Thunderbird
Electronics is fortuna e in having grown a
little bit bigger each year.

What Would You Like To Do In The Future?

I would like to stay with Thunderbird
Electronics and see it grow. am planning
some expansion projects such as automating
equipment so my company can be more
competitive. I am also going to become a
grandmother soon and I am looking forward
to that.

I

"...While I don't like the worry

and stress that goes along with .ny

career, I do enjoy the rewards and the

recognition hard work has given me. I

was nominated for Minority

Manufacturer of the Year and I won

for the whole Upper Midwest region.

...So there are lots of rewards and my

Alk

husband is very supportive...."
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Chemical Dependency Counselor
The Chemical Deeeadenc: Counselor

helps people who are dependent on drugs,
alcohol, and other chemic-.1.; to learn how,
to 'cope with their protlems. The duties of
the chemical dependency counselor will vary
depending upon the work setting. Often, an
initial interview of patients and theit fami-
lies is completed before admittance to a
treatment program is permitted. A diagnosis
of chemical dependency is accomplished by

the habits and behavior of the
individu After admittance to the program,
a regime of individual and group counseling
techniques are employed. In some treatment
programs the individual's family and friends
may be included in the counseling sessions.
Records of a patient's progress are kept
and consultation with other staff are done
to chart the progress and to deteraline
other methods of treatratnt. Some chemical
dependency coinielors are involved in the
supervision of other counselors and may
become the director of a treatment
program.
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The Chemical Dependency Counselor

must be able to handle persons who may be
depressed, angry, discouraged, or non-
committal, and gain their trust and coopera-
tion. The ability too motivate, guide, or
inspire are essential to effective counseling.
Also good listening, verbal, and analytical
skills are necessary. Relevant courses ?ire
English, the social sciences, psychology, and
the health sciences.
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For entry paths into the career it is
important to have earned a certificate in

the field. A certificate may be earned by
attending a one to two year chemical
dependency specialist program sat the junior
college level. To enter a more advanced
job, a bachelor's degree in psychology fol-
lowed by a Master's in chemical dependency
counseling is _advisable. Minnesota currently
has. no state_ registration requirement for
the field. However, the state is expected to
adopt such registratioh standards which may
include a training and experience require-
ment, a written exam, and an interview.
Relevant course work included( counseling
theory, behavior analysis, group techniques,
abnormal psychology, ease ndals of chemical

.dependency and the pharmacology of
chemical health problems.

The Chemical Dependency
Counselor's salary is variable depending
upon the level of education, experience, and

,
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level of responsibility. The salary may range
from 510,000 yearly to well ov $20,000
ye ly. Typical emplpyers inc lu' hospitals,
d' gnostic referral and treat e- centers,
sc ools, clinics, halfway houses, kvteiving
centers, and programs pportid
business, church, and governm
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WAL TER D. HARDY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY

COtiNSELOR

Walter H4rdy works at Center School
in Minneapolis as a chemical dependency
counselor. He is a member of the Leer::
Lake Pillager Band of Chippewa Indians. FL.

was birn in 1943 at the Cass Lake Indian
Hospital and he grew up in the small village
of Inger, Minnesota. In this village he had a
very traditionol upbringing. He was raised
around his elders. in the early .1960's,
Walter went to Haskell Instit'ite in
Lawrence, Kansas where he learned the
carpentry trade. In 1978; he received a cer-
tificate in chemical dependency counseling
from the University of Minnesota-Duluth. He
continued his college work, and in 1984, he
was awarded his Bachelor of Science degree
in Community Services from Bemidji State
University. Walter has come to believe very
strongly in the value of higher education.
For him, the opportunity to participate in
higher education has been a very liberating
experience. He enjoys public speaking on
the topics of Indian culture and spirituality.
In addition, he enjoys participating in
pow -wows.
What Do You Do As A Chemical Dependency
Counselor? What Is A Typical Day Like?

My first job was in the treatment
phase of chemical dependency counseling. I

now work more in the preventative setting.
I do one-to-one counseling. Basically, people
(:()me in to see me in a round about way.
Eventually, they start talking. I try to get
to know each pels,on and be empathetic. I

use the skills I have learned to bring people
out and get them to talk. The subject
matter I deal with includes alcohol and drug
abuse, incest, ',and emotional dis*turbances.
Generally my clients are American Indian. I

see a lot of frustration, anger, and a low
trust level.

I teach drug education claSses here.
In my classes, I get students whp do not
assert themselves. They don't meet .the
expectations of tyre non-Indian world. My
task is to find a way to draw them togeth-
er. Some of the kids come from broken
homes where there is a history of alcohol
and drug abuse. The kids are interested in
knowledge of their culture and spiritual
.practices.

I also serve as class advisor for the
10th grade and I lead a support gkoup for
youth on Wednesday nights. My job involves
paperwork. I maintain a record of my
clients and I gather statistics for grant pur-
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poseS. Because of the increasing amount of
record keeping eiovolved in counseling,
think it would be a good idea for someone
interested in my career to have an office
management' background and some training
in statistics.

What Do You Like Best And Least About
Your Career?

I like the people I work with best.
There are four processes or stages in chem-
ical dependency counseling: outre4ch, detox,
treatment, and after care. 1 would like to
get into' the after care part of the process.
This is the least stressful part. It does make
me feel good when I am successful with
people. Some of the clients I have worked
with are going on to college. When I meet
them and they are doing something with
their lives, I feel my job is very rewarding.
What I don't like about my work is seeing
tlite pain and suffering of ,the clients. Chem-
ical dependency counseling ,involves a heavy,
outlay of emotion, and ithe counselor really
has to have a back up ystern. I have found
that when you can't sleep at night worrying'
over clients, it's time to back off.

What Kind Of Educition Or Training Did
You Need To Become . A Chemical
Dependency Counselor? So

I needed certification in this field. If
a person is chemically dependent, he or she
needs to go through a certain length of so-
briety before becoming certified. In this
profession, it is helpful to have had a per-
sonal recovery experience. In this way, the
counselor can feel ,empathy with clients.
But, there are good chemical dependency
counselors who have not.experienced chem-
ical abuse problems. They ivy have had to
deal with chemically abusive family mem-
bers. I think it is also helpful for a
chemical dependency counselor to have
some training in psychology. Psychology
provides a good working knowledge of how
to deal with people.

Are Chemical Dependency Counskelors In
Demand? Do You Have Any Advice For
Someone Looking Into Your Career?

Yes. They are very much in demand,
especially in Indian communities. I have
heard that of the 45,000 members of the
Indian population in Minnesota, 15,000 are
chemically dependent. I don't know how
reliable these statistics are, but it would
mean that all our people are affected in
one way or etlef by chemical abuse
problems.
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My advit for someone looking into
-.ny career is to try several different areas
of the counseling process. It is good to stay
oil top of things in the field and get some
4pecialized knowledge. I belong to the
Minnesota Indian Association of Chemical
Dependency Programs. Our advisory board is
interested in helping Indian people get into
program networking. Anyone who is inter-
ested in chemical dependency counseling
can contact this organization.

How Did You Get Into Your Career?

didn't get into it by choice, I had to
have a push. When I was abusing thernicals I
went to my elder, Jimmy Jackson, and
sought his. advice. He told me that there
was no hope for me and that alcohol would
kill me.' That was a turning point for me. I
knew if I didn't use my energy to help
others, I would ;lever be able to stay sober.
When I went into treatment, I realized that
chemical dependency was a way of life fogy

me and for those around me. I had to geT
out of that setting in order to see what was
really going on.

When Did You -Decide You Were Going To
Become A Chemical Dependency Counselor?

I was in a halfway house at Cass

Lake. I was working as a technician in a

cietox veneer. I felt the need to get more
training, so in 1977, I went to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota-Duluth to get that train-
ing. At UMD, I found out I could actually do
college work. I was surprised at my own
ability. I was also inspired by tindtan profes-
sors, especially Bob Powless, to go on and
get further education,

What Are Some IChanges Going On In Your
Career Field?

There is a demand for chemical
dependency counselors. But the field is

rapidly filling up with qualified people. UMD
and other colleges and community colleges
have good training programs. They have
turned out many certified people. The corn -
petition in this field is now pretty tight as
more and more trained ,people are working
in this area.

What Is The Salary Like In This Field?

The starting salary is around 11,000
dollars per year. A senior chelnical depen-
dency counselor makes about 18,000 dollars
per year. The salary can range from about
11,000 dollars in small communities to
around, 20,000 dollars in the Metro area.

,The salary also depends, of course, on a
person's training and qualifications. Most

people don't enter this field to make money.
You need to have a strong personal commit-
ment for this kind cif work.

What Are The AdvanOment Possibilties In
Your Career Field?

.
Bemidji State University has a new

Master's degree program whereby a person
can get a Master's degree in Applied
Behavioral Sciences. The Minnesota
Chippewa Tribe is interested in financing
Indian people to go into this area on the.
condition that they give,,two years of ser-
vice to a reservation community after
graduating. The BSU program is going to be
taking people in the behavioral sciences.
The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe is interested
in people from all crucial fields, such as

s.v, business manar,iient., health and

teat Lung to further their training.

"...I do onto -one counseling.

Basically, 'people come in to see :ne in

a round about way. Eventually, they

start talking.1,1 try to get to know. each

person and be empathetic..."
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